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International 
students 
seek new 
advisers 
JOE HARLESS 
STAFF WRITER 
In the midst of new.regula-
tions and rigid paperwork now 
mandatory for international 
students who enter the country 
since Sept. 11, 2001, the 
International Students and 
Scholar Services office at UCF 
faces a shortage of advisers to 
counsel and advise about 1,300 
international students enrolled 
at the university. 
As of August, the ISSS 
office has been searching for 
three new advisers to help 
international students with 
changing INS laws -including 
new forms such as tbe I-20 that 
allow universities to legally 
retain international students in 
.the United States. · 
Saleha Suleman, director 
of ISSS, says the biggest prob-
lem with these new forms is 
that some require immediate 
returns but the ISSS currently · 
has only one adviser to help the 
1,300 international students 
- with problems and questions 
about the forms. 
Gwladys Kabore, presi-
dent of the International 
Student Association, said, "It 
can take as long as three 
weeks to get an appointment 
with the adviser." 
The ISSS had two advisers 
at the start of the semester. 
One adviser, Ragda Kurdy, 
asked to be reassigned to the 
foreign language department 
in August. Bince then, Suleman 
and the ISSS staff have been 
searching for a replacement 
and two additional advisers for 
positions the university 
appointed. 
One reason the search has 
taken so long is the advisers 
have to be trained immigration 
advisers. According to a rank-
ing sheet provided by Isss, 
specified qualifications for the 
position included both a bache-
' , lor's and master's degree in an 
appropriate specialization with ' 
six years of · experience. 
Preferred qualifications includ-
ed four to five years on immi~ 
gration ~vising and counsel-
ing experience, administrative 
experience; intercultural com-
munication and· problem solv-
ing skills. ISSS started out with 
120 qualified candidates and 
are down to nine finalists . 
Besides being able to 
retain and enforce the stu-
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Wrong diagnoses, insensitive 
care has ca~sed many .,students 
to lo?e faith in campus clinic 
Blog, blog, blog ... 
Bloggers post personal diary 
entries. poetry and more. 
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The high 
costs of 
I . 
cutting back 
Health Center?., ,on technology JULIE MONHEIM STAFF WRITER 
After being 
· , diagnosed 
at the UCF 
Student 
Health 
Services 
clinic with a 
knee sprain 
from 
playing 
basketball, 
Trevor Cox 
double-
. checked 
with a 
specialist to 
find his 
sprain was 
·actually a 
torn ACL 
·that 
required 
. surgeryto 
repair. 
N<"TALIA ZULUAGA I CFF 
LINNEA BROWN 
STAFF WRITER 
S enior Nicholas Ruiseco doesn't trust the UCF Student Health Services clinic. 
Two years ago, a doctor there failed to 
recognize a potentially fatal blood clot in his 
arm. 
Senior Stephanie Macek blames the stu-
: dent health center for having to undergo 
painful reconstructive surgery on her foot 
that she claims was prev:entable. Last 
October, a provider at the clinic told Macek 
she woUld be fine if she walked on a broken 
foot. · 
Senior Mark Nelson won't ever return to 
the clinic, either. Nelson claims a health-care 
provider there ridiculed him for being openly 
gay. ~ 
Citing everything from misdiagnoses 
and insensitive nurses and physicians to 
lengthy wait times, many UCF students com-
plain that the health center provides inad& 
quate medical attention, often causing them 
more harm than good. 
Health' center officials take issue with 
that characte_rizlltion.'While patient confi.den-
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Report from Neil A. Patterson, M.D., P.A. stating that 
Trevor Cox was misdiagnosed by UCF's Health Center. 
One more last chance Index: 
From charging students for 
a one&free printing service. to 
scaling down phone and internet 
counections, UCF has begun 
implementing a series of cost-
cutting moves in technology to 
save the university money. 
After spending millions of 
dollars each year on new build-
ings, beautification projects, new 
hardWclre, software and licens-
ing fees; UCF needed to trim 
costs from its shrinking budget 
to save money. 
A recent article in The 
Chronic'le of High.er Educatiori 
suggested 10 ways institutions 
. can cut technology costs, all of 
which UCF has employed or 
plans to employ. 
Here are the ways the uni-
·versity is cutting corners in 
areas of technology: . 
Though the move is un.pOp- ·, 
ular with students, UCF will ' 
soon begin charging them )for 
printing. Students like printing 
notes and papers for free, but 
those who take advantage of the 
service cost UCF a lot of money. 
Paper and printer support 
in the campus computer labs 
costs about $230,000, according 
to Comp11ter Service reports. 
That figure continues to rise 
every year, and paper costs 
increase about 10 per~nt annu-
ally. ' 
The volume of printing has 
also risen, said Joel Hartman, 
vice provost of information and 
technology resources at UCF. 
"Many faculty members now 
· place course materials online," 
Hartman said. "Students end up 
printing these materials in the 
labs." 
According to the Chronicw, 
ahp.ost on&third of the pagBs 
that leave university printers are 
wasted - either discarded 
immediately·or ne\rer picked up. 
Statistics like these have 
caused UCF to reconsider free 
printing. UCF will implement-a 
cost recovery program in · 
January 2003, when students 
will have to pay, for printing. 
Students will have to pay using 
their student IDs. 
Hartman said other schools 
that have implemented recovery 
programs report a 50 percent 
decrease in printing volume. A 
decrease like this would save 
UCF over $100,000 a year. 
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UCF FACT A major change 
The average student will switch majors four to five times 
during college. How many times will you? 
UCF's final opportunity for a win over a big-name school 
comes Saturday against Syracuse's Orange Men. 
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Making a major change 
Consequences 
for academic 
alterations 
include added 
time in school 
KRISTIN DAVIS 
STAFF WRITER 
The average college stu-
dent will switch majors about 
four to five times in their 
entire college career, accord-
ing to the UCF Freshman 
Orientation Program. Junior 
Marcelo Carvalho can relate. 
Carvalho does not intend 
to make a commitment.to one 
major yet. He has switched 
majors from athletic training 
to psycho)ogy and now to 
radio and television. However, 
if his current major does not 
work out for him;then English 
will be his next major of 
choice. 
"I move around a lot. I'm 
a big major slut," Carvalho 
said. 
When students request to 
change their major, the paper-
work is first sent to the Office 
of Academic Support & 
Information Services· (Oasis) 
and then on to the Registrar's 
Office. On a slow day, Oasis 
receives about 30 to 35 stu-
dents' requests, said Maryline 
Rosario, the Oasis office man-
ager. But when there is a busj 
day, they receive twice as 
many requests. 
One of the reasons that 
students change majors is 
because they have a miscon-
ception of what the major 
encompasses. 
"Many times students 
find.a major is not what they 
expected it to be. They see a 
certain career on television 
and assume it's actually like 
DONNA T. SCHUMAN-/ CFF 
Maryline Rosario in the Registrar's Office enters hundreds of requests weekly for students who change their major. 
that when it isn't," said Trisha 
Vranesevich, a second-year 
graduate student who works 
in the Oasis office. 
Sophomore Stephen 
Hacker was unaware of the 
requireme:q.ts for his IJ.ew 
major when he changed it 
from atbletic training to pre-
law and political science. 
"When I found out I had 
to take all of these science 
classes, I knew I wanted out." 
Stildents who switch 
majors during their junior or 
senior year also may have 
trouble graduating on time 
and can become fifth-year stu-
. dents, Vranesevich added. 
"When they change 
majors that late ill their col-
lege years, they sometimes 
have to start all over again 
from scratch and most of the 
credits they already had are 
wasted." 
Jennifer Gendreau, a 
graduate assistant in the 
Registrar's Office, agreed. 
"That's probably why it's 
so hard for some students to 
graduate because the more 
often you switch majors, the 
more new requirements you 
have to meet because of the 
change in catalog years." 
Junior Andrew Jeske, a 
21-year-old business major, 
. accumulated 70 credit hours 
in his former engirieering 
major · beforl::l switching. 
Although about half of the 70 
credits are now useless in his 
current major, Jeske believes 
he had good reason to switch. 
"After taking Calculus 2 
for the third time, it was get-
ting too expensive. Then when 
you have to take physics as 
well, the work load just 
becomes too much to handle." 
Third-year student 
stefanie Storm, a 20-year-old 
junior art major, has also 
changed her major. several 
times. When she found her 
original major in advertising 
was very selective, she 
changed to digital media and 
then to art. 
Storm currently only has 
her general education classes 
completed due .to changing 
her major three different 
times already. 
"I think I'll end up gradu-
ating in 2005 bijcause I have 
been picking and choosing 
between majors. I am not yet 
focused in one particular 
area." 
However, when st~dents 
research their specific major 
before they start taking class-
es, they are more likely to stay 
committed. 
"I stuck with my major in 
good times and bad because I 
found out what accounting 
was actualfy about and what 
the major would entitle before 
making my deci~ion," said 19-
. year-old accounting major, 
David Brannon. 
However, if a student 
enters a major and is unhap-
py, that alone is reason 
enough for them to switch, 
Brannon said. 
"It's better to change 
your major as many times as 
you have to until you find the 
right one, than it is to stick 
with one md:jor and hate your 
career for the rest of your 
life." 
Immigration laws create .need 
for more academic advisers 
FROM PAGE 1 . 
dents, the advisers ISSS wants -are 
trained professional student advo-
·cates, said Suleman. 
"We wanted people with at least 
six years experience," said Suleman, 
who added that most of the candidates 
up for the advising posititm now are 
still employed at their other jobs. "It's 
very competitive." 
Suleman added that because of 
these requirements, ISSS cannot tem--
porarily hire advisers to deal with stu-
dents' concerns. The department acts 
as a liaison between international stu-
dents1 the university and INS. Under 
federal mandate, all colleges must use 
SEVIS (Student and Exchange Visitor 
Information System) to legally retain 
st~dents in the United States. ISSS 
received j.ts license for SEVIS in August 
but could lose that license if it brings in 
short-term advisers. ' 
Suleman hopes to have the new 
advisers hired by the end of November 
but can not say exactly when they will 
start. 
"The remedy is on the way," she 
said. 
News•~ ,. 
Sphit SPiash 
to spirit rash? 
CHRISTINE DELLERT 
STAFF WRITER 
Thousands of UCF students gathered in and 
around the Reflecting Pond Oct. 25 for the cam-
pus's · an:pual Knightmare Spirit Splash. 
Equipped With beach balls and inflatable pool 
rafts, some local alumni and students even 
brought their children and dogs along, 
· Yet, in the aftermath -of the three-hour long 
festivity, not all students felt the positive affects of 
this heavy dose of school spirit. Many were just 
infected -with. the flu. 
UCF's Spirit Spl~h receive~FlmidaLea,der 
magazine's award for best university tradition in 
Florida. But is it also the reason that many stu-
dents are now sick? 
Junior Brook Herron attended Spirit Splash 
for the first time last week. Herron did not hesi-
tate joining her friends and thousands of others 
in the water for an hour. 
"When my roommate told me it was g0ing to 
be a germfest, I just laughed at her," she said. 
Feeling recovered from her ·previous cold, 
Herron was surprised when the flu sYffiptoms 
returned over the weekend. 
"I just got so much worse," she said. 'Mer 
going in the water, all the congestion came back 
right away." 
Herron believes that the condition of the 
water in the Reflecting Pond is to blame for her 
revived illness. 
Junior Dave Ahrens agrees. He spent the 
past weekend in a doctor's office to receive a pre-
scription for a bacterial eye infection. 
-His eyesight became blurred and his eyes 
turned bloodshot Friday evening. Upon awaken-
ing the next morningwith increased vision prob-
lems, his roommate drove him to the doctor. 
. "I think [the infection] was from something in 
the water because I noticed it right when I got 
out," he said. 
Steve Mammino, senior eoordinator of UCF's 
·Environmental Health and Safety, believes a stu-
dent's illness or infection is unlikely to result from-
the condition of the water in the pond. 
"The water flows through a very elaborate fil-
tration and chlorination system," he said. · 
Grounds worker Jose Cruz checks the chlo-
rine levels in the Reflecting Pond daily. "It's treat-
ed just like a swimming pool," he said. 
After cleaning and treatin.g the pond both the 
night before and the morning of Spirit Splash, 
Cruz does not believe that anyone could become 
sick due to idle maintenance of the water. "-.....-· 
However, with such a large number of stu-
dents in the pond at once last Friday, dirt and 
other microorganism were continually intro-
duced into the water from outside sources. 
''.As more people and animals use up the chlo- . 
rine residue in the water, it won't stay clean for 
long," Mammino said. · 
Freshman Jenna Roth was surprised by what 
she found in the water. 
"I knew there would be a lot of grass and dirt 
in the pond, but I never expected to see a girl's 
maxi pad floating ill the water," she said. 
· She, like many other students, felt that the 
build-up of bacteria in the pond was from the 
infestation of human and animal germs, not the 
lack of chlorine. 
Sophomore Ethling Hernandez wanted to 
wear her flip-flops while wading in the pond. 
''Who knows what I could be exposed to with 
. all those people in the water?" she said. "I even 
saw a couple of dogs swimming around in there." 
While students enjoyed the weeklong 
Homecoming activities, some more cautiously 
viewed Spirit Splash as a health concern. 
· "I had fun while I was there on .friday," said 
Herron, "but I definitely will not be getting in the 
water next year:" 
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Campus Briefs 
JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
Apology to be issued 
to NORML@UCF 
Barnes & Noble College 
Book1'tores will issue a for-
mai apology to NORML@UCF 
for painting over the marijua-
na plant on the .window 
NORML purchased for 
Homecoming. 
Company officials said 
that Denise Barrios, manager. 
of the campus bookstore, vio-
lated company policy by cov-
ering the plant on NORMLs 
window. Stan Frank, market-
ing director of Barnes & 
Noble College Bookstores, 
Inc., said the bookstore had 
received <:omplaints about -
the painting. 
Frank regretted the situ-
ation. "Our company is. cer-
tainly a very liberal company 
committed to the 
First Amendment," -
he said. "It's simply 
a mistake by our. 
manager."· 
- Frahk said 
that company offi-
cials spoke to 
Barrios and briefed 
her on company 
policy. "Our com-
pany policy is not 
to censor any-
thing," he said. 
"_The manager will be 
mo:re cognizant of her actions 
in the future," Frank added. 
"It certainly will never hap-
pen again." 
NORML, the National 
Organization for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws, pur-
chased the window to partici-
pate in Homecoming: NORML 
president Mike Tiner said 
that he explained to Barrios 
what his group stands for 
. when NORML paid for it. "I 
specifically remember telling 
them that there would be a 
pot leaf on the window," he 
said. 
According to Tiner, the 
painting should not have sur-
prised Barrios or anyone 
else. "They should have 
assumed that there_would be 
a pot leaf on the window, just 
as they · should expect 
Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes to have a cross on 
their window," Tiner said. 
Tiner said his group had 
been considering filing_ a law-
suit and called the formal 
apology a victory. "It was just 
an issue of having te chal-
lenge someone ·for a free-
speech issue." 
·"I feel satisfied not ha".~ 
ing to take this to court," . 
Tiner said. 
Initially, . Tiner · said, the 
corporate office immediately 
offered to refi'ind the money 
NORML had paid for tbe win-
dow, but Tiner declined. "It 
was never an issue with the 
$50," Tiner said. "It was com-
pletely about free speech. Our 
organization fully supports 
things like this." 
Tiner added, "If we can 
open her [Barrios's] mind 
and prevent things like this 
from happening in the future, 
then this is a victory." 
· Barrios did not return 
repeated phone calls. 
Delta Upsilon 
member arrested 
The Orange Comity 
Sheriff's Office arrested the 
president of. Delta Upsilon 
fraternity Saturday night on 
two felony charges after sev-
eral members of the fraterni-
ty threatened members of Phi -
Delta Theta. 
Turner 
The president, 
Chris Turner, was · 
charged with bat-
tery and home 
invasion after he 
allegedly broke 
into the off-campus 
house of Phi Delta 
Theta. Turner 
allegedly wrapped 
his arms around 
the neck of Justin 
Key, president of 
Phi Delta Theta. 
"Four of them tried to get 
into the house," Key said. 
"Their president, Chris 
Turner, put his arms around 
my neck and squeezed." 
Turner and his fraternity 
brothers apparently were 
upset about the outcome of 
·Homecoming activities. 
"They were definitely . 
looking to pick a fight," said 
Dustin Miller, who was in the 
house with Key. "They antag-
onized us to come outside 
and call people and bring the 
fight to them." 
· Key and Miller pushed 
the DU members out of the 
-house, closed the front door 
' of the house and went to the • 
back door to make sure it was 
closed and locked. At that 
point, the DU members tried 
to ram the door. 
"One of the kids ran and . 
broke a section of the front 
door," Key said. 
Key ·and Miller called the 
Orange County Sheriff's 
Office at 11 ·p.m. Key said 
sheriff's deputies arrived 
minutes later. 
_ "Once they heard the 
sirens, they left, they fled," 
Key said of the DU's. Key 
said he could only positively 
identify Turner. 
Turner could not , be 
reached for comment, as he 
did not return phone calls. 
Oviedo Bowling Center · _ '@W7 _ ·--. -
376. E 8roadway St. "V' 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
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·score big, with 
Fazoli's® catering. 
. Call Fazoli's® Restaurants. We offer authentic Italian favorites 
that are hot, fresh · and fast. Talk to our manager and we'll help you 
get it together for your get-toget~er. 
Call our General Manager for details, 407-380-3737. 
ORLANDO: 12025 Collegiate Way (on University Blvd. by UCF) 
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Shrinking budget 
forces cutbacks 
FROM PAGE 1 
UCF can also save money 
by regulating students' use of 
bandwidth. Right now; the uni-
':'.ersity does not restrict band-
width based on specific applica-
tions, uses, or locations, but 
Hartman said UCF is examining 
ways to prioritize business and 
academic traffic. 
Organizing incoming traffic 
would allow students who use 
large amounts of bandwidth for 
academic usage to get priority 
over those using the space for 
recreational purposes. It would 
also speed up Internet connec-
tions on campus. 
UCF plans to cut down on 
the dial-up service it offers at 
locations across campus. The 
dial-up service costs UCF abo~t · 
$100,000 annually. UCF does 
not plan to eliminate the service, 
but does anticipate the annual 
operating costs to decrease due 
to a lack of demand. Therefore, 
UCF will budget less money for 
dial-up costs. 
Hartman said there are 
more than enoughmodems pro-
vided for those who use the dial-
up service, which is about 
18,000 students, or half of the 
UCF strident body. 
He also said fewer students 
and faculty members use the 
service, thanks to broadband 
options like DSL. This trend 
means that each year UCF will 
spend less on dial-up service 
than the year before. The'uni-
versity removed 24 dial-up lines 
from service due to decreased 
usage this year alone. 
UCF will spend less money 
on the PBX phone system, oper- , 
. ated by the UCF Telecommuni-
cations Department, that costs 
more than $1.00,000 a year. 
Hartman said that 
although students still use resi-
dence hall telephones, they 
increasingiy buy and use cell 
phones, especially for long-dis-
tance calls . 
The PBX pl:j.one system 
that UCF uses operates like a 
computer, -tracking individual 
calls to determine how long stu-
dents spend on the phone and 
billing them for that amount of 
time. This system can cost the 
university more than $100,000 a 
year. • 
UCF plans to spend less 
money on phone systems in the 
future as cell phone usage con-
tinues to increase. 
By sharing licenses for 
WebCT and other software with 
other universities, UCF can 
save a significant amount of 
money. 
The Chronicle reported 
that sharing software licenses 
could save universities up to 52 
percent. Hartman said UCF 
does participate in this type of 
arrangement when it is possible 
and cost effective. · 
Annual licenses for WebCT 
are negotiated at the state leveL 
and UCF participates in this 
process. All universities, col-
leges, and K-12 institutions can 
also purchase licenses through 
the same process. 
The university can save 
even more money by teaming up 
with other institutions to share a 
server and a license. "UCF par-
ticipates in this type of agree-
ment by doing some processing 
at the Northwest Regional data 
center," said Hartman. 
UCF also saves money by 
keeping the computer labs 
unmanned overnight. Some 
campus computer labs stay 
open all night long, but full-time 
lab employees do not work 
between the hours of 1 a.m. and 
7 a.m. 'We really see very little 
need for them during these 
times," Hartman said. 
Cutting employees' 
overnight hours also saves the 
university money. UCF doesn't 
· have to pay computer lab 
, _ernglqy~e.s .·for an extra six 
holirs of work at night. That's a 
savings of 42 hours a week, 
which would equal another full-
time employee. · 
The ·university also 
employs students, who demand 
less pay, to. work the computer 
lab help-desks during off-peak 
times. 
Because of the overabun-
dance of information-technology 
professionals, UCF now hires 
them for less. Hartman said 
that UCF has seen a "moderate" 
increase in the number of appli-
cants applying for technology 
positions. 
Although the university 
now has the option to hire tech-
nology employees for less, annu-
al salary adjustments and rais-
es are the same for ITs as they 
are for all other university 
employees. 
Colleges can save substan-
tial amounts of money by shar-, 
.ing hardWare and software cost, 
a.Ccording to the Chronicle. 
Universities can do this by join-
ing purchasing pools, where a 
group of institutions shares 
costs for technology expenses. 
The state of Florida has 
purchasing contracts that cover 
equipment; software, hardware, 
and communication services. 
Hartman said UCF uses these 
agreements frequently when 
they provide the lowest avail-
able cost. 
"Life cycle" plans allow uni-
versities to purchase mass 
amounts of nearly identical 
machines at regular intervals. 
Such plans allow universities to 
upgrade and replace computers 
on a continual basis. 
UCF uses a modified life-
cycle program, where the pur-
chasing costs are still low; but 
the school is not limited to one 
or two models or a time of pur-
chase. 
This type of purchasing 
program has resulted in savings 
of 15 percent to 20 percent. 
Hartman said the life-cycle 
program works because UCF 
departments regularly pur-
chase new computers to meet 
growth needs and replace obso-
lete, older computers. 
Finally, UCF uses preferred 
providers for many technology 
items, including desktop com-
puters (Dell), personal produc-
tivity software ~crosoft 
Office), servers (Dell and Sun) 
and networking equipment 
(Cisco). 
Using prefeITed providers 
can save schools about 40 per-
cent off the retail price of com-
puter equipment, according to 
the Chronicle. 
Hartman said using pre-
ferred providers also reduces 
the life-cycle costs to support 
and maintain technology on 
campus. • 
3 credit hours. 
(We know what's on your mind.) 
That's why REACH Peer Education is offering 2 sectio ns of 
HLP2701 Peer Education Tra ining class this Spring semester 
every Monday from 2:00 - 4:50pm and again from 5:30- 8:1 5pm. 
This is a 3-hour elective course t hat covers a broad spectrum of 
topics like drugs, alcohol, and safer sex. Registrat ion is limited, 
so call now or stop by our office (Trailer 617) to reserve a space. 
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We.are the jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year! 
FREE Car Wash with 
Oil Change! 
Just off the corner of 
University and Goldenrod. 
Open: 
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Sat-SUR 8-6 p.m. 
~!4 University Blvd 
-0 ' ~ Q) e 
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Jiffy Lube signature oil change 
• Change oil with 
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts 
• Install new oil filter 
• Check air filter 
• Check wiper blades 
• Vacuum interior floors 
• Wash exterior 
windows 
• Check brake 
fluid level 
· • Lubricate chassis 
as required 
• Check & fill transmis-
sion I transaxel fluid 
•Check & fill 
differential fluid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid 
• Check & fill windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery 
as required 
• Inflate tires to 
proper pressure 
21.99 
[iii 
~~ 
Free Fluid Refills 
Between Services! 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent Coupon must be presented 
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offe·r valid on most vehicles . • 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·-------------------------------~ 
7583 University Blvd . 
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Health center says· 94 percent leave satisfied 
FROM PAGE 1 
tiality prevents him from discussing 
specific cases, RObert Faust, direc-
tor of student health s.;irvices at 
UCF, says that 94 percent of the stu-
dents surveyed as recently as last 
April said they were satisfied with 
the medical attention they received 
at the center. And he stands by the 
center's team of health-care 
. providers, all of whom have six to 
eight year8 of experience working 
with collegB health issues. 
"I'm pretty comfortable that 
most of the providers have seen 
pretty much every type of illness 
there is," he said. 
Even so, anecdotal evidence 
collected during interviews . with-
several UCF students suggBsts the NATAIJA zmuAGA / CFF 
center has a major crechbility prob- · A year after his injury, Trevor Cox's left knee hasn't regained its flexibility. A student health clinic provider said it was merely sprained. Days later,:a private doctor ordered surgery. 
lem among many of those it is 
meant to serve. because I thought it might irifluence · swollen glands. A physician tested for mononucleosis can be so unreli- plaints to the center's patient adVo- ·' 
Ruiseco, for example, said my health," he said. · · her for strep throat, but sent her able that many providers do not cate, Betty Calton. 
health-care providers at the center Michael Deichen, who serves .home after the results came back trust it." · "Her job is to side with patients 
~med puzzled when his right arm as the associate director of clinical negative. When Simeone's throat · But Simeone ·is unconvinced. and make sure they leave here feel-
suddenly swelled to twice its nor- · services and head physician for got worse, she returned to the and says that physicians at the ing satisfied," Faust said. "Shehan-
mal size. Student Health Services, concedes health center two weeks later. health center do not conduct as dles complaints from students and 
"The doctor asked me if · I'd that misdiagnoses can occur. But he "I expected [my health-care ' thorough examinations as they . calls from disgruntled parents." 
overdone my last workout or been said they oecur only rarely. provider] to do more tests on me, should. Calton rollects and reads all of 
in any fights lately," he said. "Then "It's definitely not acceptable but instead he just wrote me a Z- "I feel like they just run in, look the comments placed in the com-
he said he thought I had a pinche9. f()r ~t [misdiagnosis] to happen pack (Zithromax) prescription," at you, and run out," Simeone said. ment box located in the front lobby 
nerve and serit me lioine." · - ·' often," he said. "If it is happenilig, she said. "Three days later, I could- Besides being misdiagnosed, of the clinic. If students leave a 
Two days later, Ruiseco went students need to come tell us about n't swallow and had a high fever, so many students grumble that it is phone .number or e-mail address, 
to the emergBncy room at Florida it."· I just went straight to the University extremely difficult to communicate Calton promptly contacts them and 
Hospital East, where doctors ran Deichen maintains that health Walk-In Medical Clinic." · with health-care providers at the asks about their health center expe-
tests and found a blood clot in his J center physicians take many meas- A health-care provider at that clinic, who often seem rushed, rience .. 
shoulder. After keeping him in the ures to offer students optimal care. unconcerned and ui:iwilling to take Yet most students interviewed 
hospital for two weeks, they dis- "If a provider doesn't know · "'Ji " 'i the time to hear students' problems ' said they had no idea there was a 
chargBd him and told him he would what to do for a particular patient, I ~ '' \ or thoroughly explain their ail- comment box or that someone actu-
have to stay on blood-tillpningmed- strongly encourag-e them to ask the ~If I had ments. - ally re3.d the comments and fol-
ication for the rest of his life. opinions of the other providers who Phyllis, a senior who did not lowed up on them. _ 
"If I had believed the health work near them," he said. believed the want her full name used, said that If a student who fills out a sur-
center's pinched-nerve theory ... I "Sometimes providers will even call during her freshman year, a vey remains anonymous, Calton 
wouldn't be alive anymore," he said. other providers in to look at their healt~ center's provid~r in the women's clinic said she still takes each comillent 
"I just can't believe they overlooked patients, and togBther they can fig- scared her into thihking she had into consideration and takes appro-
something so serious." (The clinic's ure out the problem." pinched-nerve cancer. priate steps to make sure all stu-
current chief physician was not on But freshman Abbie Voelz, who h I "The doctor told me I had pr&- dents will have a positive experi-
the :Glinic's staff at the time of was sufferingfrom a bacterialinfec- t eory ••• cancerous cells in my cervix and ence at the center in the future. 
Ruiseco's injury and thus could not tion in her throat last month said Id ' b that I wouldn't be able to have kids," 'We try to work with students 
coniment on it.) . her provider at the health denter WOU n t e she said. "I was devastated, and as much as possible," she said. ''.Any 
Macek, who still hobbles on~ . couldn't figure out her illness. al"iue anymore. l:hey said that my only option for student is welcome to come in to my 
crutches, said a health-care Senior Jessica Simeone said Y • gBttingrid of it would be to do a real- office and talk to me about any 
provid_er suwsted that she could she didn't receive a proper -diagno- ly serious procedure of freezing the problems they may have had. We 
walk on her broken foot, even after sis, either. Voelz was diagnosed with -NICHOIAS RUIS ECO cells off." can't fix a problem m1 til we know it 
the physician showed he.r an X-ray a viral infection when she had a Phyllis made an appointment exists." · 
revealing fractures. bacterial one, while Simeone with another gynecologist, who Fbr the majority of students, 
"They said I could put light received an antibiotic to treat a bac- diagnosed Phyllis with cervic3.l dys- those , complaints are never 
walking weight on it," Macek said. terial infection whe~ she had plasia, a common irregular cell con- extreme, she said. Rarely did stu-
"So I went ahead and marched in mononucleosis, a viral infection. clinic immediately tested Simeone's dition among young women. dents or parents claim that their · 
marching band all season." Voelz' s health-center physician blood and diagnosed her with _ "[The second physician] said health was threatened because of a 
In March, Macek went to a told her· she had a viral throat infec- mononucleosis. ' that the health center only told me · misdiagnosis. 
podiatrist in Stuart, Fla., who tion and prescribed her a decongBs- Deichen acknowledged that the worst-case scenario," she said. In fact, Calton said most of the 
informed her that she never should tant. When the medicine didn't cure most cases of misdiagnosis occur "They didn't tell me how common it irate phone calls she has received 
have put weight on it. her, she went to UrgBntMed on when trying to identify viral and was, and they certa4tly never told this semester were from parents of 
"I had to have major recon- Goldenrod Road and sought a sec- bacterial infections. Because anhbi- me to gBt'a second opinion." students on crutches, claiming that 
structive sUrgBry on the whole top ond opinion. otics cannot ceye viral infections,· - Deichen defended the health th~ir child needed transportation. 
and side of my foot," she ~aid. "He looked in my throat and physicians often withhold anhbiotic center's diagnosis, contending that Other common gripes came from 
"Basically, the sUrgBry could have · immediately said, 'Somebody prescriptions when patients appear the procedure required to treat cer- students ~omplaining that their 
been a lot less extensive and painful screwed up.' I definitely had a bac- to have viral infections, he said. vical dysplasia is a simple interven- school insurance -didn't cover X-
if the health center had recom- terial infection," she said. "He also ':.\ common dilemma in any tion treatment. rays or certain blood tests, lengthy 
mended that I stay off of it com- saidthatiflhadleftituritreatedany facilityistheoveruseofantibiotics," While Deichen said he never waittimesandinadequateparking 
pletely." longer, the bacteria could have he said. ''.All physicians have their specifically instructs his providers near the health center. 
. - After revealing his sexual ori- seeped into my bloodstream and philosophies and variations in how to tell their patients to gBt second If Calton I'eceives a-complaint 
entation to his health-care provider become toxic." they provide care." opinions, he encourag-es any dissat- about a specific person, she passes 
at the campus health center, Nelson Voelz then was given two shots . Deichen explained that while isfied student to do so. it along to Deichen, who makes the 
contends that his physician lee- · and three prescriptions for antibi- anhbiotics cannot cure mononucle- "If you don't click with one health-care provider aware of the 
tured him for revealing that inf or- otics from her physician at osis, many patients also have co- provider, please see a different complaint and files it in that individ-
mation. . UrgentMed to cure her bacterial existing bacterial infections, which one," he said. · ual's personnel file. 
"He told me we're in the 'Deep throat infection. Simeone's physician at the health For students uilSatisfied . with 'We take all complaints about 
South,' where people won't accept Similarly, senior Jessica center hoped the antibiotic pre- the medical attention they receive providers very seriously," Deichen 
me. I was so mad- the only reason Simeone went to the health center · · scription would cure. at the Student Health Center, Faust 
I told him in the first place was last year with a sore throat and Deichen added, ''.Also, the test suwsted they direct their com- PLEASE SEE PAGE· 7 
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FROM PAGE 6 
said. "I only hear about two or 
three complaints a month about 
providers, and those complaints 
are usually about students per-
ceiving a provider as not listening 
to them." 
Deichen said he looks 
through each health-care 
provider's medical charts careful-
ly and goos through his or her 
personnel file with them durjng 
an annual review. 
Deichen's method for han-
dling each complaint depends on 
the severity of each situation. "I 
always counsel the provider indi-
vidually if it's something specific," 
Deichen said. "If I hear of some-
thing happening more than ·once, 
though, I talk to the whole staff 
about it at our monthly staff meet-
ings." 
· Deichen said the university's 
perso@el ~e& state that any 
provider whose work is deemed 
unsatisfactory after · two years 
can be transferred out of .the clin-
ic. 
"I've only seen a provider get 
moved to a non-clinical area of 
the university once," Deichen 
said. "That person is not involved 
with our facility anymore." 
Faust said he has never had 
to fire anyone, but said that he 
wouldn't be allowed to "fully 
answer the question" for confi-
dentiality reasons. 
. Deichen said he is taking 
steps to rectify the issue of the 
provider who , condemned 
would rerommend that everyone 
use the health center whenever 
they need it." · 
- Graduate student Hope 
Wehrle said she has always 
received excellent treatment from 
physician assistant Gerald Vega. 
"I totally trust him," she said. 
"My mom is a nurse, and she 
always agrees with his diagnosis 
and treatment suggestions." 
"I had a skin infection on my 
arm my sophomore year and he 
cured it," she said. "I really appre-
ciated the fact that he asked ques-
tions, listened to me and 
explained my treatment clearly. 
~ited for ho1,1rs 
in th¢ emergency 
_ ~ooin, while the 
health center 
took me right in. 
It was the most 
efficient doctor's 
experience I've 
ever had. 
-THOMAS BARNETT 
" Nelson's homosexuality. "Part of Ever sinee then, I have gone to ourbigstaffmeetinginDecember him every time I get sick, for 
will be gay-sensitivity training everything from sore throats to 
and gay patient awareness," he the flu - even when I broke my 
sl;tid. 'We W!lJlt all of our toe." 
providers to be as sensitive as In September, when fresh-
possible to these issues." man Thomas Barnett fell off bis 
The·scarce parking situation . bike and broke his jaw in a UCF 
has also been addressed by parking garage, he said health-
adding 12 spots to the origin8l five care providers at the student clin-
spaces that eXisted for health ic not only treated all his injuries 
center patients before. within 30 minutes, but also drove 
The lengthy wait times that him to the hospital. 
some students complain about "I was bleeding all over the 
stem from a new policy that place, and they sent me back into 
allows students who are late for the urgent care room immediate-
the_ir appointments to see a nurse ly," Barnett said. "[A physician] 
facilitator, who decides whether cleaned up my chin, gave me 
their illness requires immediate eight stitches and took an X-ray 
medical attention or if their and declared my jaw broken, all 
appointment should be resched- in under half an hour." -
uled. Previously, any student who ~ Barnett requested that the 
arrived late lost their appoint- health. center not call an ambu-
ment and had to reschedule, lance, so a nurse drove him to the 
. regardless of their condition. emergency room at Florida 
While late appointments set Hospital East, where a specialist 
the health center behind $Ched- wired his jaw shut. 
ule, thus forcing patients to wait "I waited for hours in the 
even longer, the average wait time hospital emergency room, while 
is still only 15 to 20 minutes, Faust tl;le health center took me right 
said. in," he said. "It was the most effi-
. But Calton and Deichen said cient doctor's experience I'_ve 
they also hear many positive com- ever had/ 
ments from students. Indeed, a survey of students 
''.A lot of students come in who used the health center indi-
just to tell me how satisfied they cated that 92 percent felt that 
_were with the provider they just their clinic provider adequately 
saw," Calton said. "Staff members explained their diagnosis to them, 
get complimented au the time." listened well and treated them 
Psychology senior Evelyn with respect and courtesy. Ninety-
Burton related a particularly pos- five percent of the students sur-
itive experience. veyed thought their provider 
"I needed treatment for an· explained preventative measures 
infection; but I only had a two- clearly. 
hour break between classes," he Another survey of 400 health 
said. "The secretaries' computers center patients conducted in 
were down and there was a huge April indicated that 80 percent of 
line of people, but when I patients waited less than half an 
explained that my problem was hour in the waiting area. 
urgent, they squeezed me in and Deichen said the health cen-
a doctor who .was about to go ter has d~veloped several.internal 
home stayed overtime just to see improvement programs that the 
me." · health center uses to continuous-
Burton added that the ly upgrade the medical ea.re for 
provider listened and agreed students. 
when Burton described which The Peer Review Committee, · 
antibiotic has worked best for her which meets quarterly, studies 
in the past, and even gave Mr free commonly treated illnesses. 
samples of it. 'We look for ~nds ·in stu-
"I was completely impressed dents' charts to make sure that 
by the professionalism of the their providers' treatments are all 
entire staff," she said. "In fact, I effective," Deichen said. 
--Another such group is the 
Risk Management · Committee, 
which meets monthly and exam-' 
ines trends in all UCF student 
injuries to see if there is 'anything 
the health center can do to pre-
vent these things from happening. 
The health center has also 
outlined goals to provide extend-
ed hours for students on week-
ends, to convince 60 percent of 
students at UCF to use the health 
center as their first center of 
choice for minor medical treat-
ment. They hope to receive satis-
factory reports from 85 percent of 
students who indicate that they 
have not performed adversely in 
their classes because of health 
problems. 
Besides having its own inter-
nal hierarchy for monitoring 
quality and handling patients' 
complaints, the health center is 
monitored by the Accreditation 
Association for Ambulatory 
Health Care, Inc. 
The AAAHC accredited the 
health center in October 2000, 
making it one of only two accred-
ited student health centers in the 
state. (The other is located at the 
University of Florida.) In order to · 
keep that accreditation, the 
health center must follow strict 
guidelines set forth in the AAAHC 
handbook. The health center is 
up for its next accreditation in 
2003. 
'We're emerging as a real 
leader in terms of health care," 
Faust said. 
AAAHC auditors can check 
up on the health center anytime 
to ensure UCF's health care 
providers comply with their rules 
of safety, qualifications of staff 
and medical records, Deichen 
said. 
But senior Trevor Cox said 
he won't put his health in the 
hands of student health center 
physicians ever again, despite 
their goals and satisfactory sur-
veys. 
A misdiagnosis almost 
ended his basketball career last 
September when a health~ 
provider X-rayed his injured leg 
and declared it slightly sprained. 
Still in pain two days later, 
Cox went to his personal physi-
cian in Oviedo. That doctor 
referred him to a sports medicine 
specialist, who told Cox he had 
torn both his meniscus cartilage 
and the ACL ligament in his knee . 
"I had surgery to repair the 
damage a few weeks later," he 
said. "But if I had listened to the 
doctor who said it was sprained, I 
would have never been able to 
play basketball again." 
Deichen explained that 
when a patient suffers a lmee 
injury, their leg can become so 
tight from swelling that a torn lig-
ament can be difficu!t to discern. · 
"I hope the provider told him 
to come back if · his symptoms 
continueQ.," he said. "Some 
severe injuries are better served 
by an outside consultant. Two-
thirds of our · students have out-
side insurance and make the 
decision themselves to go else-
where." 
Faust acknowledges while 
some medical cases aren't flaw-
lessly diagnosed, the. health cen- -
ter manages to cure the majority 
of students who come in with 
common ailments quickly, conve-
niently and at low-cost. 
"We saw63,000 students last 
year," Faust said. ''.A few of those 
students might walk out of here 
sicker than when .they walked in, 
but hopefully we're helping every-
one else." · 
Far conndentiality a:nd liabili-
ty rea.sons, nane of the heaUh'eenter 
pfoviders or autside dJJctars would 
comment on patUmi.s' recards. 
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"Home resales , 
hit record again." 
~-Orlando Sentinel 
Get Your 
Florida Real Estate License 
In JO Days! 
Morning and Evening Classes also Available" 
,$mall ~lasses - Computer Practice Exams 
~pecial ~UCF~D_iscot(at 
!(A;; 
- ~ ~ - :I ~ ,( ~ ·d , ,'~l 
Florida Institute ' 
of Professional Studies 
t. j. 
Quality Real Estate Education 
Robert Smither, Ph.D, Owner 
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What's News-
In Business .and Finance 
AOL's Case Speaks 
Of Undoing~ Merger 
After months of complaints from 
AOL Time Warner Inc. executives 
and investors that the America On-
line division is a drag on the com-
. pany, Chairman Steve Case has 
been telling senior executives that 
he would just as soon take back the 
unit through some sort of spinoff. 
It isn't clear whether Mr. Case is 
seriously considering a spinoff -a 
distribution to a company's share-
holders of the stock in a division or 
subsidiary-or if his statements are 
just an expression of his own frus-
tration. But he has made the com-
ment more than once recently, ac-
cording to people who have heard 
him. There is no sign that company 
~xecutives al"e' taking him seri-
ously. 
Mr. Case was CEO of America 
Online when it acquired Time 
Warner for $103.5 billion in stock in 
January 2001. AOL's businef:s be-
gan to unravel within months-
amid the fallout from the burst In-
ternet bubble-and AOL Gontinues 
to be the lightning rod for AOL Time 
Warner's woes. The parent com-
pany, under investigation for the 
way it accounted for certain adver- . 
tising transactions engineered by 
· AOL, last week announced a $190 
million restatement of financial re-
sults for the past two years. All of 
this has caused tension between 
managers representing the two 
sides of the merger. 
Mr. Case declined to be inter-
viewed. An AOL Time Warner 
-spokesman said.there were no plans 
or serious discussions about an AOL 
spinoff. 
Fox Goes Hitless 
In World Series 
The Anaheim Angels' triumph 
over the San Francisco Giants pro-
. vided plenty of on-field excitement, 
but that wasn't enough to stop this 
year's World Series from being the 
lowest rated and one of the . least 
watched in history. 
While. the ratings were "cer-
tainly disappointing," says Jon 
Nesvig, Fox's president of sales, the 
network ended up "considerably 
ahead of what we planned for ad 
revenue due to games six and 
seven." 
Fox executives and industry 
pundits say the ratings were low be-
cause both teams were from Cali-
fornia. But the weak showing may 
again raise the issue of the long-
term value of sports on broadcast 
No Halo Effect 
. The Anaheim Angels' victory over the San 
Francisco Giants was one of the least 
watched World Series in television history. 
AVG •. VIEWERS 
PER GAME 
YEAR "TEAMS . (IN MILLIONS) 
1997 Florida Marlins vs. 24.8 
Cleveland Indians 
1998 San Diego Padres vs. 20.3 
New York Yankees 
1999 New York Yankees vs. 23.7 
Atlanta Braves 
2000 New York Yankees vs. 18 .. 1 
New York Mets 
2001 Arizona Diamondbacks 24.5 
vs. New York Yankees 
2002 Anaheim Angels vs. 19.3 
San Francisco Giants 
Source: Nielsen Media Research 
television. Fox is finishing up the 
second year of its six-year, $2.4 bil-
lion deal with Major League Base-
ball. Earlier this year, Fox parent 
News Corp. reduced the stated 
value of its baseball deal in its ac-
counting books by $225 million. It 
. also has cut the value of its deals 
with Nascar and the National Foot-
ball League. 
Broadband Usage 
Is Taking Off 
Broadband is finally·catching on 
with consumers. 
After a slow start that staggered 
an expectant Internet industry, 
broadband usage has been acceler-
ating to the point where it is reach-
ing critical mass. For the past 18 
months, households signing up for 
the high-speed Internet connec-
tions, mostly through Gable 
modems or telephone digital-sub-
scriber-line ~ervice,~ have more 
than doubled to reach 16 million, or 
13% of U.S. homes. 
Comcast Corp. added 169,800 
new cable-modem subscribers dur-
ing the third quarter, for a total of 
more than 1.3 million, its best quar-
. _ terly growth in broadband users 
ever. AT&T Broadband added 
172,000 new cable-modem sub-
scribers, and Insight Communica-
tions Co. gained 21,000-its best 
quarter ever for modem growth. 
The DSL business is less robust, 
partly because it has proved to be · 
technically more difficult to ramp 
up telephone wires for high-speed. 
But some DSL providers clearly rec-
ognize its growth potential. SBC 
Communications Inc. recently an-
nounced . with Yahoo Inc. a high-
PZease turn to Next Page · 
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Bringing Oll:t the Big Guns 
With Its Sales Down 10%, 
Music Industry Will '[ry 
AU-Star Holiday Blitz 
By JENNIFER ORDONEZ M. ocker Lenny Kravitz · may have fame, fortune and a - superstar lifestyle, but he has at 
least one thing in com-
mon with the masses. 
"I haven't been in a record store 
in a Jong time," Mr. Kravitz says. 
Nor have many music fans-and 
that has the $14 billion music indus-
try scrambling this holiday season. 
Indeed, with album sales down 10% 
in the U.S. so far this year on top of 
a 3% slide in 2001, record companies 
plan to hit shoppers with an un-
usual blitz of A-list releases. Practi-
cally all at once, everyone from U2 
to Eminem to Whitney Houston will 
be arriving in stores, along with a 
barrage of marketing tactics like 
free DVDs and Internet come-ons. 
In one measure of how crowded it's 
getting, country star Faith Hill will 
air a TV special at Thanksgiv'ing-
right after the release of a new CD 
from competitor Shania Twain. 
Among the heavjweights going 
head-to-head: alterna-rockers 
Pearl Jam and Nirvana; evolving 
postadolescents Justin Timberlake 
and Christina Aguilera; and rock · 
elders the Rolling Stones and Elvis. 
To reinforce these holiday lineups, 
some labels have delayed or in 
some cases hastened albums: For 
Music Wars 
A survey of insiders in the record, refail and radio businesses shows how the battles are 
shaping up in each genre . 
j ,.W · W•OC~\ili ' ~~Pol?,;'k,., ' 
Christina Aguilera, "Stripped" (RCA); Justin Timberlake, "Justified" (Jive); 
Various artists, "Now That's What I Call Music! 11" (Universal) 
Timberlake .,R~~· 
Santana, "Shaman" (Arista); U2, "The Best of 1990-2000" 
(lnterscope/lsland); Bon Jovi, "Bounce" (Island/Def Jam) 
Elvis, "30 #1 Hits" (RCA); Rolling Stones, "Forty Licks" (Virgin) 
Alternative R0ck.,.. 
Nirvana, "Nirvana" (Geffen); Foo Fighters, "One by One" 
(RCA); Audioslave, "Audioslave" (Epic); Pearl Jam, "Riot Act" (Epic) 
..,.. R&B Foo Fighters 
Whitney, Houston, "Just Whitney" (Arista); Toni Braxton, "More Than a 
Woman," (Arista); TLC, "3D" (Arista) 
Toni Braxton Rap[Hip Hop " 
"8 Mile" soundtrack (lnterscope); Jay-Z, "Blueprint 2: The Gift & the 
Curse•· (Roe-a-fella/Def Jam); Ja Rule, "The Last Temptation" (Murder 
lnc.jDe.f Jam) 
.""'Country· "B Mile" 
Shania Twain, "Up!" (Mercury); Faith Hill, "Cry" 
(Warner Bros.) 
distributors like Randleman Co., 
which supplies some 4,000 stores in-
cluding Wal-Mart, it's a windfall. 
Says Vice President Scott Wilson: 
"The big guns are coming out in al-
most every category." 
Of course, the holiday season 
has always been important to· the 
music business, with nearly a third 
of music sales typically coming in 
the fourth quarter. But lately, the 
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DVD Burners May Be Hot This Season 
·. By ANNA WILDE MATHEWS T his holiday season, elec-tronics companies and computer makers hope DVD · "burners/' or· 
recorders, will become a 
hot new product, following 
the success of compact disc burn-
ers in recent years. Another indus-
try, the movie business, has reason 
to dread the same prospect. 
The rising popularity of the de- · 
vices is raising the anxiety level of 
the motion-picture industry, which 
wants to avoid what has happened 
in- the music industry since CD 
burners hit1he market. Record la-
bels blame the burners for the re-
cent drop in album· sales, because 
the deVices allow music fans to 
easily create their own compact 
discs using songs copied from CDs 
or downloaded>fromthe Internet. 
DVD burners are increasingly 
available through renegade Inter-
net peer-to-peer services that al-
low users to freely trade movies 
and music. Indeed, a small com-
pany called.321 Studios says it soon 
plans to roll out -software that will 
allow consumers to copy movie 
DVDs onto blank DVDs.· 
World-wide shipments of DVD 
burners totaled slightly more than 
300,000 in 1999, according to tech-
nology research firm International 
Data Corp. This year, the firm 
projects 4.32 million, with the num-
bers mounting even faster in the 
coming few years. The main rea-
son: priCes of new DVD recorders 
and blank DVDs have dropped 
sharply, even since Apple Com-
puter Inc. rolled out its early entry, 
the DVD-burning SuperDrive, in 
January 2001. 
Makers of DVD burners warn 
consumers that their products 
aren't meant for copying movies, 
and add that DVD burners are pri-
marily purchased for making or 
preserving high-quality home 
movies. Moreover, a spokesman 
for. Sony Corp.'s information-tech-
nology products division says the 
. burners aren't simple .to use for 
any kind of movie copying. 
"There's so much-copy protection, 
(l.nd it is so difficult to get around," 
that few consumers would ever 
take the trouble, he says. · 
Still, 321 Studios, the DVD-du-
plication software maker, says its 
new product has significant ad-
vance orders, even before it is offi-
cially available. The Motion Pic-
ture Association of America de-
clines to comment on the software, 
citing continuing litigation be-
tween 321 Studios and movie stu-
dios over an earlier product. 
Brin~ng Out · the Big Guns 
Continued from Prfmious ['_age 
stakes have gotten even higher, 
with music executives fretting 
about everything from Internet 
piracy and thinning margins to the 
slow death of the profitable teen-
pop genre. According to Nielsen 
SoundScan, U.S:- consumers have 
so far bought about 57 million 
fewer albums than in the same pe-
riod ,last year. So the industry is 
turning to its proven winners for 
help. 
It may not all be great news for 
fans. Despite some of the usual hol-
iday sales, record companies are 
avoiding deep discounts for the es-
tablished stars. Some retailers 
aren't entirely jazzed, either: "My 
fear is we're going to have to wait 
until May of next year before we 
have a big release again," says 
Vince Szydlowski, director of prod-
uct for the Virgin Megastore chain. 
Instead of coaxing extra dollars 
out of music fans' pockets, the 
would-be blockbusters could wind 
up cannibalizing each other's 
sales-possibly even within the 
same label. Over at Universal Mu-. 
sic, which boasts hip-hop releases 
from Jay-Z and Ja Rule, Def 
Jam/Def Soul President Kevin 
Liles says he isn't worried. "If 
there's a CD to be sold," he says, "I 
want that spot." 
Still, the intense competition 
this season will bring some perks 
for shoppers. In a shaky economy 
and uncertain holiday retail sea-
son, record companies eager for 
market share will be working 
harder to make sure it's their mu-
sic you're gift-wrapping. · 
Several releases, like the sound~ 
track for "8 Mile," a soon-to-be re-
leased movie starring rapper Em-
inem, and the new album from the 
rock band Foo Fighters, will re-
ward early buyers with a bonus CD 
or DVD. At Warner Bros. 
Nashville, President Jim Ed Nor-
man is hoping that the flood of 
prominent new releases will only 
drive more buyers into stores. 
Marketing techniques or not, 
"we're all left doing the same 
thing - we have our records in the 
stores, as prominently as they can 
be," Mr. Norman says. 
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speed Internet service that offers a 
number of entertainment features 
and easier access to e-mail. 
Data Indicate 
Wary Consumers 
Consumers have carried the 
U.S.-economy for the past year, but 
there are new signals they might be 
getting tired. 
Auto makers are warning that 
October sales are sluggish for the 
second month in a row, despite 
stepped up 0% financing promotions 
and other discounts. In another 
downbeat indicator, The University 
of Michigan's index of consumer 
sentiment slumped to 80.6, the low-
est sjnce 1993, from 86.1 in Septem-
ber, driven primarily by the slump 
in stock prices. 
Richard Curtin, director of the 
University of Michigan's survey of 
consumers says that if confidence 
falls any further, the economy could 
return to recession. Other analysts 
aren't so worried, arguing that con-
sumer confidence follows, rather 
than leads, economic develop-
ments, such as a rise in unemploy-
ment or falling stock prices. Indeed, 
the October index was a bit higher 
than a preliminary reading based 
only on responses gathered through 
Oct. 10, when the stock market hit 
bottom. 
Conflicts to Cost 
Securities Industry 
The investigations into stock-re-
search conflicts on Wall Street are 
0 
likely to trigger the largest settle-
ment cost ever for the securities in-
dustry. 
The overall price tag-including 
fines, civil-litigation liability, and 
payments to finance indep~ndent 
stock research for small investors-
could total as much as $2 billion, ac-
cording to regulators and others. It 
is still unclear how much aggrieved 
investors would see. _ 
The cost to Wall Street became 
clearer as the New York state attor-
ney general and federal securities 
regulators agreed on a plan to over-
haul the way securities firms pro-
vide research on stocks to small in-
vestors. 
Odds & Ends 
Jack in the Box plans to open 100 
to 150 convenience store& alongside 
its fast-food restaurants over the 
next five years .... Even though the 
Anaheim Angels won the World Se-
ries this week for the first time in its 
42-year history, owner ~alt Disney 
Co. is still trying to sell the team, as 
it has for the past two years. 
By Jay Hershey 
How to contact us: 
- Campus Edition@wsj.com 
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• Three seniors find a cold recep-· · 
tion from employers in Part 2 of a 
CollegeJournal job-search series. 
• Which jobs pay best at the start of 
a career and later on. · 
• How-to play up past experiences 
in interviews. 
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· . . · Thurs~ay October 31; 2002 
OUR STANCE: 
Don't know 
how to vote? 
i !!•j . We'll tell ·you 
·s· . tudents who care enough to vote will 
· ch60se whether to implement 10 
amendments on Nov. 5. Here is how stu-
dents should vote on the amendments: 
Amendment 1 would change the word-
illg of Florida's death penalty law from "cruel 
or unusual punishment" to "cruel and unusu-
al punishment," thus bringing Florida in-line 
with the U.S. Supreme Court. The amend-
ment would allow Florida to execute minors 
ages 1.6 and 17 when they committed their 
crimes. Florida executes enough people 
already; it does not Il!:led the power to kill 
more. Vote: No 
Amendment 2 would require the Florida 
State Legislature to issue economic impact 
statements to the public before voters go to 
· ~the polls. Amendment 2 would let voters 
know what ·amendments they are voting for 
. :IDd -how "the state would pay for those 
·~ ' ·ndments if they pass. Vote: Tus 
endment 3 would give the Florida 
lature the power to determine what 
ars on the ballot in Miami-Dade County. 
C~.- idering the problems in Miami-Dade 
C9,ij.nty during recent elections, the state 
sh<Juid make an effort to ensure that elections 
the~~'proceed correctly. However, a constitu-
tiQnal amendment is not necessary to address 
this problem. Voting problems have occurred 
statewide, and Florida should not single out 
Miami-Dade. Vote: No 
· Amendment 4 would make it more diffi-
cult for the Legislature to seal public docu-
ments from the public. Presently, a simple 
majority vote in the Legislature can keep the 
publicJrom ever seeing public documents. 
Amendm.ent 4 wou).d require a two-thirds vote 
· in each house-of the Legislature to -seal a doc-
ument from public vieWing. The amendment 
would make Florida's elected officials more 
accountable to the public, and would prevent 
a parfy;wi'th a simple majorify to seal a docu-
ment. Vote: Yes . 
Amendment 5 Will not appear on the 
ballot due to misleading language. 
-AmemJment 6 would ban smoking from 
indoor workplaces. If passed, non-smoking 
i:imployees and patrons of all Workplaces will 
benefit from cleaner air. Currently, smokers 
infringe on non-smokers' rights by e:Xposing 
them to second-hand smoke. The ban will 
encourage a decline in smoking and improve 
public health. Vote: Tus 
Amendment 7 would give tax breaks to 
homeowners who construct additional rooms 
in their homes _to accommodate parents or 
grandparents. The amendment encourages 
. families to take care of their elderly relatives 
rather than place them in nursing homes. The 
amendment has merit, but it needs to be clar-
ified further after it is passed. Vote: Yes 
Amendment 8 would establish a 
statewide volunteer pre-kindergarten by 
2005. It will allow parents to begin their chil-
dren's education earlier, better preparing 
them for their passage through Florida's pub-
lic school system. The amendment also offers 
parents a viable, inexpensive and valuable 
option to day-care. Vote: Tus 
Amendment 9 is one of the most contro-
versial and most important amendments on 
the ballot this year. Amendment 9, the class-
size amendm~mt, would reduce class sizes to 
18 students per class in grades kindergarten 
through third grade, 22 students per class in 
fourth grade through eighth grade and 25 stu-
dents per class in high school. The state 
needs to improve public education, and small-
er classes will help. Teachers can teach bet-
ter with fewer kids in class. Amendment 9 
will force the state government to raise taxes, 
but higher taxes are a smaJl'price to pay for 
better education. Vote: ·Tus 
Amendment 10, the pig amendment, . 
would create better conditions for pigs during 
their pregnancy. Although pig farmers should 
treat their swine more humanely, this should 
not be an amendment. Why is there an 
amendment for pigs .and not for homeless 
people, poor families, etc.? Let the 
Legislature handle this issue. Vote: No 
Amendment 11 would establish a regu-
latory board above the boards of trustees. 
·. Under the current form of governance for 
Florida's higher education system, politics 
factors in too greatly. Politics would play less · 
a role in the university governing process if · 
Amendment 11 passes. The local boards of 
trustees need oversight. However, the board 
of governors should consist of elected repre,. 
sentatives. Still, Amendment 11 will improve 
the system. Vote: Tus 
Elections are Tuesday Nov. 5 at which these amendments and who 
· will be Florida's nextgovernor will be voted upon. 
Please remember to vote. -
-''.What we become depend~ on what we read after all of the 
professors have finished with us. The greatest university 
is a collection of books." -
--JESEPH JOUBERT 
Sniping at gun laws won't prevent vicious crimes 
After reading your Oct. 28 editorial 
titled "Sniping at gun control issues", I came 
to the conclusion that people are constantly 
trying to £lace blame on somebody. In the 
editorial ·Sniping at gun control issues,'' 
published Oct. 28. you bash the NRA for not 
approving of gun control laws such as ballis-
tic fingerprinting and background checks on 
gun buyers. This article makes everything 
sound so simple by saying if we used this 
fingerprinting system. we could find the gun. 
· find the owner. case closed." 
Yes. maybe ballistic fingerprinting 
would help to solve some murder cases or 
other gun-related crimes. but how much 
would it cost to fingerprint each gun? Has 
anyone thought of that? Would it really pre-
vent criminals from alterinq their gun some-
how to avoid being caught! I doubt it. 
According to the NRA, firearms may be 
modified, replaced or deformed with new 
ballistic markings. Logic tells me that crimi-
nals would definitely modify their guns or 
sell them to somebody else on the street so 
they are not caught. · 
Why should law-biding citizens of the 
United States have freedoms taken away from 
them because of a few morons who don't 
care about laws or society? There is no reason 
that responsible citizens should not be . 
allowed to own guns. More people are killed 
in car accidents each year than in gun · 
deaths. so ,is the government going to take' 
cars away from us? No. that would be insane. 
and taking our rights away from us would 
. also be insane. · 
The reason that the sniper killings even 
· took place is because the suspects chose to · 
do wrong, not because our country had bad 
gun laws. The blame belongs wi.th them. not 
with the NRA or lack of more·severe gun · 
laws. It's just sad that irresponsible and 
vicious people make us question rights that 
we have had for over 200 years. . 
-MELISSA R/66/NS 
6reeks are good for school spirit 
The question of UCF spirit permeated 
the Homecoming activities of the week. 
Where is the spirit? Where are the crowds at 
tbe games? Why don't people care? 
The problem with UCF spirit is the dis-
couragement felt among different sectors of 
the student and alumni population. I trav-
eled back to town with excitement and 
anticipation for a week of Homecoming 
events. Instead. I returned to discover that 
some of UCF's most spirited students no 
longer have UCF pride in their hearts. I 
arrived in Florida to find the Greek system 
dissatisfied (yet again) with the administra-
tion. 
The Greek system is an admittedly 
small part of the overall student population: 
yet it is responsible for the vast majority of 
school spirit and participation. Where do the 
majority of Homecoming floats come from? 
Who is the biggest group of students at · 
Spirit Splash? Which groups spend the-most · 
time preparing Homecoming .skits? Who is 
responsible for service events like Trick or 
Treat on Greek Street? Which students spend 
countless hours representing UCF on 0-Team 
or the students in SGA? 
I would argue that you would be nard-
pressed to find another segment of the stu-
dent population where there is more pride 
for UCF than within the Gr~ek system. I 
would also argue that UCF's mosf active 
alumni are former members of the Greek 
system. " 
The Greek system is far from perfect. 
but for a very young school looking, to build 
tradition and school spirit. perhaps it is bet-
ter to avoid discouraging it among the stu-
dents who provide the most of it. 
It's time the administration stopped 
butting heads with the Greek system and 
accepted them for the asset that they are to 
this university. It is time UCF appreciated the 
Greek system for what it is and what it pro-
vides the school. 
~MIKE SHUTLEY 
CLASS OF 2000 
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just want to crawl under TIJY 
. . . 
bed Until Elec.tion . Day . is gone 
MENTAL OOODlES 
CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD 
STAFF WRITER 
The time is once more upon-
. us. DespiteJiummer tempera-
tures, there is that ominous 
chill creeping into the air. It's 
that time when people put on 
costumes and hide their true 
selves. It's an unsettling amal-
gamation of unnerving sensa-
tions, the sources of which can · 
arise when you least expect . 
them. They can drive you to 
keep constant vigil over your 
shoulder. The time is again 
near. Can you feel it? 
That's right - another 
Election Day is quickly 
approaching. 
Now, I will readily' and 
freely admit that I am J!O politi-
cal scholar. After that last elec-
tion, however -you know 
which one I'ril talking about - I 
decided toot maybe I should pay 
a little closer attention to politi-
cal matters. And I have made a 
concerted effort t-0 understand 
them too, trying to find meaning 
behind the rhetoric. 
·I have a personal quirk, 
however, that I have yet to over-
come and which continues to 
binder me in political matters. 
You see, whenever I try to focus 
on them, my eyes have this 
nasty tendency to fog up and 
roll into the back of my head. It 
happens every tinre . 
Despite this, I think I am 
making headway, in that I _ 
believe I have discovered what 
turns me most off from politics 
:- the politicking. During this 
particular campaign season, 
rarely have I seen a candidate 
profess what he or she stands 
for or believes in. There have 
been a few exceptions, mind · 
you, but they are-somehow 
. always overshadowed by oth-
ers' marketing campaigns. 
Very few candidates out . 
there have convincingly tried to 
persuade me to vote for them. 
More often, they are trying to 
dissuade me from voting for 
their opponent. Is that what pol-
' 
· itics has been reduced to -the 
lesser of two evils? Are we to · · 
simply vote for a candidate 
because he or she is not as bad 
as the other· name on the ballot? 
If.this is what it has become; 
then it seems to me to be a poor 
reflection of ourselves that we 
could let such a thing happen. 
Unfortunately in this day 
and age the majority of people 
. and voters find their time split 
unequally between any number 
of endeavors, whethedt be 
school, work or family. 
Campaigning seasons have 
been exploiting this fact for 
years, indirectly revealing that 
no longer is a race for govern- " 
·ment seat about finding the best 
person to serve the people, but 
is in fact, just another sporting 
event to fill the calendar year. 
They are called races, after all. 
What complicates the mat-
ter is the fact that not o:Illy are 
the candidates and their parties 
doing the politicking, but so are 
a number of other groups with 
vested interests in election out-
comes. Often these groups are 
the lobbyists that have donated 
large sums of money to try and 
get their candidate into office. 
And they all want their person 
in office, so voters are indu-
bitably assaulted with any num-
ber of spins to make said candi-
date look even more appealing . 
I've seen ads from teachers 
telling me to not vote for a can-
didate because he wants to turn . 
all of the schools into Kathie 
Lee·Gifford sweatshops. Well, at 
least that would create more 
jobs for F1oridians, right? I 
mi~t have mixed up some of 
the details on that one - my 
eyes rolled into the baek of my 
he8.d and my hand fell on ihe 
TV remote. 
I, personally, do not neces-
sarily think the same way as 
· major newspapers, television 
stations, teachers and lobbyists. 
I find it difficult to vote a certain· 
way simply b~cause so many 
others are leaning that way. Is it 
really safetyin numbers, or do 
we become lemmings.racing for 
the cliff? · · 
Instead of smoke and mir-
rors, I would prefer candidates 
· tell me who they are and what 
they stand for. I do not want 
them to tell me what they think 
I want to hear in order to 
secure my vote. I do not want 
. them to assume a reverse angle 
Putting UCF pride before polit~s 
·This past Saturday several student 
organizations. along with the majority of our 
Greek community. took place in a float boy-
cott'during the Homecoming parade. Tau 
Kappa Epsilon fraternity was one ofthe few 
organizations that withstood the peer P'.essu re 
to participate in this boycott. and we write to 
explain our actions. 
Our reasoning was not political. nor was 
it intended to insult the Greek community at 
large. We. the brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
feel that Homecoming is neither the time nor 
place for UCF student politics. Having already 
pre-arranged the resources required to bu_ild a. 
spirit float. we saw no need to boycott thts . 
event 
Homecoming is a once a year activity 
that is aimed at showing sride for our univer-
sity. The alumni. and the rlando community 
as a whole. see this annual parade for solely 
what it is - a way to exercise school spirit. 
~ Protesting this time-honored tradition 
djd nothing for our Greek community except ' 
harm. We want to take this opportunity to 
thank the members of the Alumni Association. 
faculty, administration and the various individ-
ual Greeks that have gone out of their way to 
offer their kind words of support. To everyone . 
who may feel offended by our actions, please 
stprt putting UU pride before UCF politics. 
-mE BROTHERS OF TAil KAPPA EPSILON 
IN/ERNAffONAi. FP.ATERNf/Y XI-IOTA OIAPTER. 
UNIVER5f/Y OF WffRAL FLORIDA 
when I leave the room ju~t to drtigs and prostitution. Oh, yeah, 
secure someone else's vote. . '· · he also sees no problem with a 
Sometimes the best person to lead strip bar existing next to ·a house. 
· in government might be-the one ' Be careful what you wish for. 
who is willing to give it all up if Maybe politics are just anoth-
that was right for the people they er sporting event. Everyone wants . 
were leading. to win - so much so, in fact, that 
Of course, then someone like they will do whatever it takes. And 
Franklin Perez comes along. He is as voters, we are left more often 
the Libertarian candidate for than naught to decide whom 
House District 32, and he wants to . amongst the candidates-we can 
privatize schooling and legalize tolerate more. 
Or we just vote against the 
one 'Ye like least. Or we may n9t 
vote at all. Maybe I'm jaded, and I 
know I am cynical, but this seems 
·more than a little foolhardy. 
I'm going to crawl under my 
bed now and curl up in a fetal 
position. Someone please call me 
when this is all over. 
~ . 
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be 
eached at chris@ucffuture.com 
Is it always this hot in November? 
. 9 Super Soap Weekend 
November 9 & 1 O 
Aren't things supposed to cool down this time of year? Not when 
your favorite ABC soap stars arrive at the Disney-MGM Studios for 
ABC Super Soap Weekend sponsored by Colgate-Totale! During 
two full days of action and excitement, you~ll get to meet the , 
stars, ask them questions, get their autographs and enjoy live 
musical performances by Wally Kurth, Kassie DePaiva and more! 
It's ABC Super Soap Weekend - the most spectacular soap event 
around. Don't miss out! 
Call (407) 397-6808 for updates and information, 
or check the Web at abc.com. 
Event included with regular Theme Park admission. Entertainment and 
appearances subject to change without notice. @Disney KS018245 
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WOMEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK 
UCF moves into 
tie for first 
CHARYi MAGDAONG 
STAFF WRITER 
The Golden Knights . moved into a tie for 
first place with Florida Atlantic in the Atlantic 
Sun Conference with a 3-0 vict01.:y over 
Gardner.Webb SundaY.FAU helped out UCF by 
defeating Jacksonville 1-0 on Saturday. 
Despite having only one loss in the confer-
ence, JU dropped to third place with the loss 
because of two ties against Georgia State-and 
Jacksonville State. UCF's .record improved to 
15-4, and 9-1 in the conference. 
In the game against Gardner-Webb, senior 
Amanda King opened up the scoring midway 
through the first half. The goal, which came off 
an assist from senior Nicole Cieslak, was King's 
sixth of the season. 
Sophomore Allison Blagriff gave UCF a 2-0 
advantage with her seventh goal of the season 
in the 67:48 mark off a cross from Jennifer 
Montgomery. With the clock win~g down, 
Montgomery got into the scoring act by produc-
ing her team-leading 15th goal of the season. · 
The Golden Knights closes out the regular 
season Nov. 1 at rival Stetson. The match is slat-
. ed to begin at 4 p.m. ill DeLand. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Montgomery earns A-Sun honor .. 
Alex Haynes, averaging 69 yards rushing per game, leads UCF into Saturday's game against 2-6 Syracuse. 
. . 
UCF's final 
opportunity 
for a win over 
a big-name 
school comes 
-Saturday 
against 
Syracuse 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
In a way UCF will get a 
bl1l8k this week Its last three 
games have all come against 
Mid-American Conference 
teams. Its final four games will 
come agrunst MAC teams. So 
Saturday's _ home contest 
against Syracuse, the first time 
the Golden Knights have ever 
played host to the Orangemen, 
marks the only non-conference 
showdown of UCF's final five 
games. The game ' starts at 7 
p.m. . 
Still, Syracuse represents 
a difficult test for UCF to pass 
in a season full of challenges. 
This isn't exactly the Syracuse 
most people are accustomed to. 
This isn't even the same team 
that beat the Golden Knights 
21-10 in the Carrier Dome and 
finished 10-3 last season. 
Instead the Orangemen limp 
into the Citrus Bowl a disap-
pointing 2-6, .already their 
worst season under head coach 
Paul Pasqualoni. 
"I don't understand the 2-6 
record," UCF Coach Mike 
Kruczek said. "They're in [their 
games] to the very end. They're 
in it with Temple; they're in it 
with Auburn in overtime. Right 
on down the road it's a mys-
tery." 
Syracuse did manage to 
break a four-game losing · 
streak last week, beatingweak-
ling RutgBrs 45-14. And they did 
-it with backup quarterback 
PLEASE SEE Syracuse ON 13 
For her performance against Miami .and 
Garqner-Webb, ·freshman Jennifer Montgomery 
earned A-Sun Offensive , Player of the Week 
Honors. She is quickly taking .over UCF's 
record books with her 42 points she has 
amassed so far this season. The point total sur-
passes Michelle Aker' s singie season mark of 40 
PLEASE SEE Cit~slak oN 15 
fOE l<ALEITA I CFF 
Jennifer Montgomery earned A-Suri Player of the Week honors 
and has 42 points on the season. -
Cross-country teams gear up for Atlantic Sun Championship 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
When the UCF men's and 
women's cross country teams 
travel to Tr9Y, Ala., this weekend 
for the Atlantic _ Sun 
Championships it will be the first 
time all season the teams have left 
the state of Florida to compete. 
UCF Coach Marcia Mansur-
Wentworth kept her teams close 
to home because of their youth. 
Between the two teams there are 
only five upperclassmen. 
' "I knew that we need to pre-
pare a little more," she said. 
Limiting UCF's travel meant 
fewer races for the Krughts .. They 
have only competed in five races, 
with a two-week break in the mid-
dle and a bye- last week. 
Both teams came around 
toward the end of the season with 
', '.,. # 
their top finishes coming at their 
. last two races. The men's and 
women'~ teams won the .Stetson 
Invitational on Oct. 18 and fin-
ished second at the Disney Classic 
on Oct.12. 
Junior Danny Cook and soph-
omore Ben Mena have been the 
top two runners for UCF's finaI 
three races. Cook finished third at 
Stetson for his highest finish of the 
season, while Mena finished fifth 
at the same race for his top place-
ment of the year. 
Mansur-Wentworth sllid . she 
expects both Cook and Mena to 
help the men's team to a strong 
showing at the conference c1i8JI).-
pionship. 
Sophomore Amy Giles has 
paced the women's team ~his year, 
finishing as the top UCF runner in 
all five of the women's races this 
season. That included a first-place 
finish at the Stetson race. She has · 
three top· 10 finishes on . the sea- · 
son. Freshman Astrid Claessens 
and junior Sara Dillman have 
been right behind Giles all sea,&on. 
Mansur-Wentworth said she 
expected Claessens to come on 
strong at the end, but the fresh-
man has been the second or third 
UCF runner in all five races. 
- PLEASE SEE Coach ON 15 
c; 
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~ Syracuse struggling with 2-6 record 
) 
FROM PAGE 12 . 
Troy Nunes. The senior started' in 
place of RJ. Anderson, who left 
Syracuse's game the previous week 
-~ with an ill.jury. Anderson had not 
enjoyed the same success of last 
season, when he won the job from 
· Nunes. He has completed just 42 
percent 'of bis passes with four 
touchdowns and eight interceptions. 
Nunes' 13-of-23, 117 yard, two 
,. touchdown performance should gar-
ner him another starl. But he has 
had interception problems in the 
past and will match up against a 
• strong UCF secondary that's 
already sm'Passed its pick total from 
last season. Still, Syracuse runs an 
option attack, and UCF has had ) problems containing mobile quar-
terbacks this season. 
"(Nunes) is a combination of 
,, things," Kruczek said. "He can 
throw the football, he can run the 
option> He's. been there five years 
now. They've got a guy they can rely 
on to execute what they want to do." 
The Orangemen have had suc-
cess running the ball, an area they 
~ can exploit against a poor UCF run 
defense. Sophomore Walter Reyes 
leads the team with 68'2 yards and 
nine rushing touchdowns. They 
1 have another threat in freshman 
Damien Rhodes, who has 391 yards 
and five touchdowns. As a team they 
have 20 touchdOW!J.S on the ground 
) 
"We've been kind of marked 
with the way that people can move 
the ball against us," Kruczek said 
,_ "We got to make sure we're able to 
stop that." 
·.~ 
' 
Jimmy Fryzel has 29 receptions on the season and has reached the endzone twice. , 
But for the third consecutive that's given up just one sack in the 
game, UCF faces a weak defense it ' last five games should have a major 
can take advantage of. Though the impact on the outcome of the game. 
Orangemen returned six starters The Golden Knights faced a similar 
from last season, they rank 103rd challenge at Western Michigan sev-
nationally in total defense. In partic- . eral weeks ago and held the Broncos 
ular they give up 253.1 passing sackless. 
yards per game. That shotild 1~ to . · "Defensively I don't see them 
a good night for UCF's 13th ranked · ·drop off any (from last year) as I've 
passing attack watched tape," Kruczek said "They 
But Syracuse does have 19 don't have Dwight Freeney back 
sacks, despite the graduation of star there but for the most part they're 
pass rusher Dwight Freeney. every bit as athletic and as big and 
Defensive tackle Louis Gachelin strong as they've ever been." 
paces the team with seven. How well Syracuse has been equally inef-
the Syracuse's front four matches fective in stopping the run, allowing 
up against a UCF offensive line 188.6 yards per game. With the 
ADAM ROSCHE / CFF 
Chris Pilinko has 34 tackles this season as 
well as a forced fumble. 
record, UCF should expect its 
biggest crowd of the , season. The 
Syracuse nihne still has great mean-
ing and the Orangemen have the 
ability to play better than they have. 
Still, this game provides the Golden 
Knights with· an excellent opportuni-
return to health of running back ty to finally notch another win over a 
Alex Haynes and emergence of big-name program. 
reserve Dee Brown, UCF has the "It's exciting because it's 
tool.S to put up big numbers on the . Syracuse," tight end Michael Gaines 
ground. But don't expect UCF to run said. "When you play a big-name 
the ball too often if they have success team that's been around as long as 
in the air. · ·, •· they have, it's going to be exciting." 
One of the few-places Syracuse · Though Syracuse will likely 
has performed well has been on have success running the football, 
punt returns. They ave:ragB 16 yards they aren't playing with the confi-
per return, good for ninth in the dence to stop UCF defensively. The 
nation. Jamel Riddle has the majori- Golden Knights' offense has gotten 
ty of the returns, averaging 15.3 sharper by the game; don't expect 
yards with one touchdown. Rhodes that to change here. Syracuse is a 
has also returned a punt for a touch- fallen giant; UCF can't miss this 
down. chance to kick it while it's down. 
Despite Syracuse's poor UCF 31. Syracuse 21 
_. : C;9me-; ;~:f1d: -·U;pp~rt yo·ur 
:lJC·F ·G.old~' ·:~ni.ghts as the;,. 
take o:n,tf ·~ ·= .· ··"' ·,ngem·en of·' 
8ua leaves the P.arklng lot 
acroaa from the Rec & . 
Wellness Center ., S:OOpm· 
.r 
rJov. 2nd 3:00-5:00 located in the STUOENi LOT of the Citrus Sowl 
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CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
Late iil the first quarter of 
last Saturday's game against 
Akron, UCF quarterback Ryan 
Schneider connected with a 
receiver for his longest pass of 
the day. The pass ended up 
going for 55 yards. It took the 
UCF drive down to the Akron 
19-yard line, and helped set up 
an Alex Haynes touchdown run 
a few plays later. 
The man who caught the 
ball wasn't highly touted star 
wideout Doug Gabriel, steady-
veteran Jimmy Fryzel ·or even 
young speedsters Tavaris 
Capers or Luther Huggins. 
Instead it was Ivery Gaskins 
that made the play, .a seldom 
used and somewhat overlooked 
senior with just four receptions 
for 52 yards coming in. 
"I know I'm a role player. 
When my number is called I 
like to make plays," Gaskins 
said. "Under the circumstances 
I know that anything can hap-
pen and whenever I play, I play 
like it's my last down." 
Gaskins has become some-
thing of an x-factor in the UCF 
offense, a big (6-feet-1, 205 
pounds) yet speedy receiver 
who has made the most of any 
opportunity he has gotten. 
Considering how hard he has 
worked just to get to this point, 
it's hard to imagine him taki!)g 
any chance lightly. • 
There was a time when 
Gaskins played a much greater 
role in his team's ·offense. 
Three years ago he was at 
Gramblillg, where he started 
for two seasons. So on the field 
he had found a good niche, but 
off the field things weren't 
_ nearly as comfortable. 
"My experience at 
Grambling, it was great from 
an . athletic standpoint," 
Gaskins said. "From a social 
standpoint I felt I was being 
limited." 
Wanting to be closer to his 
family in West Palm Beach, 
· Gaskiiis decided to transfer to 
UCF. To play for the Golden 
Knights, he had two major 
obstacles to overcome. One 
· was the NCAA's requirement 
that a student who transfers 
from a four-year university sit 
out a year before playing for 
his new school. The other, he 
had to make the team as a 
walk-on. 1 
"I actually had confidence. 
I knew things were going to 
work out for the best," Gaskins 
~·· said. · "I prayed: I knew the abil-
ities and the talent that I had. 
There was no doubt in my mind 
that coming here, I was going 
to be a threat for this team." 
· Armed with great skill and 
that belief in himself, Gaskins 
succeeded in making the team. 
He redshirted while sitting out 
in 2000, and then played as 
backupfilld on special teams in 
au 11 games last season. He 
made one catch on the year, for 
21 yards. He also recorded 10 
special teams tackles. 
Still, Gaskins had one 
morl:) probiem to deal with. He 
had no scholarship, and no 
other way to pay for school 
other than · doing what he 
described as "dirty work." He 
worked at places such as 
Burger King and Chic-Fil~A, 
having to show up right after a 
The Central Florida Future• October 31, 2002 • 
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work· and dedication 
Ivery Gaskins breaks a tackles en route to a SS-yard reception Saturday against Akron. 
full practice without so much as a 
shower. He'd work till almost 1 
a.m., then get up early and go to 
class. 
"If there's a success story, I 
think Ivery is one of those guys," 
said offensive coordinator Robert 
McFarland. "People don't realize 
all the jobs that kid was doing off 
the field to be able to afford to go 
to school, pay for school, pay to 
live off campus, plus play football 
and put all the time in that's 
required." 
Gaskins did earn a scholar-
yvhen you can gear up for signing up, 
that's m Lif.esM 
•• 
'-
ship for this season. Jt has given 
him what he called the privilege of 
not having to work. 'l;'hus . he has . 
had the opportuni,ty to just · con-
centrate on school and football. . 
Even though UCF loves~o rmi 
plenty of multiple . receiver set11 : 
during games, the presence of so 
many qualities receivers has made , 
playing time for Gaskins hard to 
come by. His Jong strike against 
• Akron marked his only reception 
of the game. He has five on the 
year for 107 yards. He also has 
eight special teams tackles, sup- • 
porting· his desire to be an all-
around player. 
Four of Gaskins five catches 
nave helped set up . a scoring • 
chance. That seems appropriate 
for a man who wants to help peo-
ple so much, he'd like to pursue a • 
career with the fire department. · 
Through all the iongpractices, odd 
jobs, late nights and early morn-
ings, . Gaskins has learned the • 
value of a helping hand. 
''Adversity has made me a bet-
ter person, a strong person," 
• Gaskins said. "But through it all, 
even when I experience some suc-
cess, I just want io stay humble 
and always be there to help some- • 
body else along the way." 
• 
-· 
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Buy'! phone and a qualified AT & TWireless Calling Plan for $39.99/month or more and get 1000 Anytime Minutes* for up to two years and your 
choice of free .gear. Choose from fresh styles to the latest tech equipment, including: Tony Hawk's Pro Skater'" 4 games, Levi's"' jeans, $50 
Sephora gift cards, Loews movie passes, Sony CD Walkman players, and more. Check out your options at attwireless.com/gear. 
*Domestic long distance included and no roaming charges on the AT&TWireless GSM™/GPRS ne.twork. 
~Alll.TWireiess 
©2002 AT& TWireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires purchase of a· new phone and riew activation on a qu~ljfied plan after August I, 2002, credit approval, a $36 Activation Fee, 
one or two-year agreement, a GSM™/GPRS phone and up to a $175 cancellation fee. Not available for purchase or use in all areas. Voice usage is rounded up to the next full 
minute. You will automatically receive limited access to data service at per kilobyte pricing. You will be charged for all data usage sent through our network. Unused monthly 
minute allowances lost. I 000 Anytime Minutes available from .your Home Coverage Area for the initial contract term of one or two years only. At end .of initial contract term, 
service will continue but you will only receive 500Anytime Minutes. Participants must be .between the ages of 18-24 years old and have a valid e-mail address and Internet 
access. Participants must regi_ster for the program within two months of activation. Program available only to customers who activate service at attwireless.com or at 
parpcipating AT&T Wireless Stores or Authorized Dealers in · select cities. Offer available for a limited time. Participants must remain' on service for at least 30 days after 
.activation in order to receive choice of gear. Complete Guidelines and description of gear offered in program available at attwireless.com/gear. Participants are bound by the 
General Terms. and Conditions, rate plan and promotional materials. 
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Men's soccerteam 
edges Georgia State 
j 
) 
I ) 
,, 
· TOM ALEXANDER 
· STAFF WRITER 
The UCF-men's soccer team 
maintained its impressive con-
ference record as they edged out 
the Georgia State Panthem 
Sunday 2-1, improving to 4-2 in 
·the Atlantic Sun Conference and 
7-6-2 overall 
The Golden Knights were 
led by the increasingiy impres-
sive play of freshman Juan Pablo 
Giraudo, who scored the first 
goal of the game off a pass from 
senior Freddy Koyagialo in the 
fourth minute. Junior Brian 
Malec put the Knights up 2-0 a lit-
tle more than 30 minutes later 
with a goal off a corner kick from 
sophomore Eric Vasquez. 
Goalkeeper Ryan 
Mcintosh's bid for a third 
shµtout this season was 
squashed by the Panthers when 
Paul Schwak scored with just 
over seven minutes left to play. 
Mcintosh's four saves on Sllilday 
moved him into ninth place on 
UCF's all-time list for most saves 
in a season with 75. 
Giraudo now . has seven 
goals and one assist this year, 
totaling 15 points, a team-high. 
With what seemed like no proven 
goal scorer up front for most 'of 
the season, coach Bob Wmch 
now has a go:to forward for this 
crucial stretch run. 
The Golden Knights are 
now in second place in the con-
ference behind Mercer, wh<Jis 5-
1-1 an the .A.:Sun._georgia State 
dropped 6-7-1 on tile season and 
3-2-1 in the A-Sun. The Golden 
Knights travel to Gardner-Webb 
(0-13-3, 0-4-1 A-Sun) to try and 
start a winning . streak and 
improve their conference record 
at 3 p.m. today. 
Coach expects Samford, 
Belmont as top finishers 
1 FROM PAGE 12 
"She's going to be a lot 
better than anybody thought," 
Mansur-Wentworth said. 
She added that that 
includes Claessens. 
"She's a big meet per-
'> ! former," Mansur-Wentworth 
si:tid. 
Last season the women's 
l\.o. team finished third · at the A-
Sun Championship, while the 
men's team finished fifth. Cook 
. is the only returning All-
Conference honoree for the 
Knights from last year. 
Mansur-Wentworth said 
she expects Belmont and 
Samford to be the front-run-
ners for the team title 
Saturday. 
"They're very deep," she 
said. "They put the predomi-
nant amount of their scholar-
ships in distance running." 
The women race is a 5K, 
while the men will run an 8K 
. Cieslak, Kuhlman .advance 
in UCF's record books 
FROM PAGE 12 
-poiiits. Now she is only behind 
Amy Jones, who ~arned 46 in a 
singie year. Montgomery's · 15 
goals and 12· assists this sea-
son ties several past players 
for fourth place in a singie sea-
son in both goal produCtion 
and ·assists.. · 
Climbing the record books 
Senior goalkeeper Jessica 
Kuhlman's seven shutouts this 
season moved her into a tie for 
10th place in a sin:gie season, 
while her 70 saves on the year 
is good enough for eighth 
place in an individual season. 
For her career, Kuhlman 
has 17 shutouts credited to 
her, -which is the sixth-highest 
in school history. She · trails 
Kim Wyant, who has 18 career 
shutouts, in fifth place. With 
192 saves earned so far this 
season, Kuhlman is in third 
place with care.er saves. 
Nicole Cieslak's three 
game winners this season, 
combined with her five from 
previous seasons, moved her 
into a tie for fifth place w.ith 
Amy Geltz and Amy Jones 
with eight career game-win-
ning goals. 
·..::..·· 
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we'':tl2[&1;push you to 
· · : the [ed:.~g:e]~. 
_. ~thEfn te-11 you,; to 'dump~-
.<:;'. 
. You know it's in you. The desi.re to go_ farther. To start where 
- ' 
.others stop.<tt's why you should consider Army,,RQTC. It's a 
cl_ass wbere you'll face unique challenges while developing 
skiils like how to think on- your feet and be a good_ leader. 
R~gister todai And holg on tight. 
ARMYROIC :Ofilik:e any other ·college crurse 19\l can 
ut more,,:yc>ntact Captain Ken_ S~nderson, UCF l\wi. · 
il;>hone t~U7) ·823-S383 or email ksanders@man.u·cn~ 
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With three sacks against Akron, Elton Patterson won Defensive Player of the Week honors in the MAC 
FROM THE SPORTS DESK ·. . . 
Patterson ·· earns MAC honor 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
Senior defensive end_Elton 
Patterson picked up UCF's 
third Mid-American Conference 
Defensive Player of the Week 
award for his performance 
against Akron. Patterson 
recorded three sacks and 
forced a fumble in the Knights' 
28-17 win Saturday. He had 
eight tackles and four quarter-
back hurries leading the UCF 
defense to a second half shutout 
of . the Zips. The Knights held 
Akron_ 11 points under its aver-
age. 
Patterson ,. shared the 
award With Miami's Ryan Turfy, 
who had six tackles and ~ key 
fumble recovery. · 
Sante cited by A-Sun again 
For the third time this sea-
son UCF outside hitter Leyre 
Santaella Sante earned Atlantic 
Sun Conference volleyball 
Player of the Week. The junior 
led the Golden Knights to a pair 
of 3-0 wins last week. 
Sante averaged 6.5 kills, 
3.33 digs, .33 aces and .50 
blocks per game last week. 
Against Birmillgham-Southern 
she hit .576 and recorded 22 
kills, 11 digs a.I).d two blocks. In 
a key A-Sun gmile against Troy · 
State, Sante had 1 t kills, two 
aces, nine digs and a block. 
She is only the fourth play-
er in A-Sun history to earn the 
volleyball award three times in 
one season. 
Crew team grabs three titles 
The UCF women's rowing 
team earned three first-place 
UCF SPORTS INFORMATION 
For the third time this season, leyre Santaella Sante earned Atlantic Sun Player of the 
Week honors. · 
finishes Saturday at the Head of 
the John. 
In the first race of tlie day 
the novice 4+ beat Stetson with 
a time of 22:12. With a time of 
20:51, the novice 8+ took first 
place in its race. The. light-
weight 4+ took first place with 
a time of 19:20. 
The Golden Knights took 
. second place in the open 8+, 
novice lightweight 4+ and the 
open 4+ events. 
Next up for the Knights is 
the Head of the Chattahoochee 
onNoV. 2. 
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"I write when 
everything is so 
clogged up inside of 
me that I neetf that 
· outlet my journal 
provides to release it.,, . 
- SHARINA PRATT 
KATRINA HAMM ER 
STAFF WRITER 
When sophomore Sharina Pratt, 19, needs 
to vent, !5he does not pick up the phone and call 
friends or relatives; instead, she releases 
steam on the Internet - to thousands of peo-
ple. · 
Pratt maintains an online journal, also 
known as a blog or web log. Broadcasting her 
ideas and problems, to which others can then 
respond with their own written reactions, 
enables her to collect different persp~ctives, 
not only from friends, but also from complete 
strangers. 
"I e:i;ijoy getting input on some things going 
on in my life by .others whO ar~ not directly 
related to the situation or me," she said. 
Web log pages naturally reflect the per-
sonality of the blogger, or author. But not 
. everyone uses it to vent. Some logs consist of 
nothing more than a rundown of a person's 
daily activities, said Rebecca King, a 20-year-
old creative writing major. Others "write 
PLEASE SEE Blogger~ ON 2 1 
The long road of long-distance relationships 
KELLY O'CONNOR 
STAFF WRITER 
After a long conversation on 
the phone with her boyfriend, Keri 
Wright, an 18-year-old freshman, · 
realizes how much she misses 
him. But with their conflicting 
schedules and a distance of seven 
hours by car in between them, 
they only see each other about 
once a month. 
Most college students cannot · 
even comprehend the thought of a 
relatioDBhip, nevertheless a long 
distance one. But Wright is one 
student who refuses to agree. 
"I was warned when I left for 
college that having a long distance 
relationship would be hard and 
probably not last past tke first 
month," said Wright. "But my 
boyfriend and I are almost past 
the first semester." 
Wright and her boyfriend · 
have known eacli other all 
through middle and high school. 
They started unofficially dating 
their senior year, and after one 
month, on Oct. 12, 2001, they 
decided to make it official. -
"Being in a long distance 
relationship doesn't feel like a 
chore to me, it just feels right," 
Wright said. 
When Wright and her 
boyfriend can't see each other, 
they usually communicate 
through instant messenger since 
they both are always on the com-
puter doing homework _ 
'.'I think the only problem my 
boyfriend and I have is not being 
able to talk face to face when 
something is bothering us," 
Wright said. "It took some under-
standing on both parts for us to 
break the communication barrier 
produced by being apart from one 
another." 
Although there are times 
Wright may miss her boyfriend 
and want to see him when she 
can't, she never doubts that their 
relationship will not last. · 
"Tfust is a big factor in our 
relationship and being able to tell 
my boyfriend everything is great," 
Wright said. "But also knowing 
that I have the ability to make it on 
my own has made me a stronger 
person and has even helped our 
relationship." · 
"Everything about Mark and 
I feels right, like things were sup-
posed to happen this way, and I 
PLEASE SEE Couples oN 18 
Days a 
·week 
Highlights of the 
cultural calendar 
SHELLEY MARMOR 
STAF_F WRITER 
Friday, Nov. 1 
'BoWling for Columbine' 
This documentary film by Michael Moore is 
based-on Americans' obsessions with guns and how 
they play a part in society. After record-breaking tick-
et sales in major cities across the country. "Bowling 
for Columbine" opens today at the Winter Park 
Village. located at 510 N. Orlando Ave. Tickets are 
$650 for students. $850 for adults and $650 for 
the matinee show. For additional information. call 
the theater at 407-628-0035. 
Saturday, Nov. 2 
Jim Carroll Spoken Word 
Renowned performer. poet and writer Jim 
Carroll has entertained audiences for nearly two 
decades. He is best known for his semi-autobio-
graphical book. '1he Basketball Diaries." which 
became a movie in 1995. Carroll's live performances 
possess a rock n' roll edge. which also incorporates . 
unique blends of storytelling and poetry. Catch him 
at the Social located at 54 N. Orange Ave. in down-
town Orlando for $15. The doors open at 6 p.m. and 
the show is for adults 18 yeafs of age and older. To 
purchase tickets. call 407-246-1599. 
Sunday, Nov. 3 
Will's Pub Show 
A mix of local indie rock bands performs 
tonight at Will's Pub. feature acts include 4J's. Bithlo 
Mullet Revival, insufficient Numbers, My Hotel Year 
and Resid:ni" Weirdo. Wills Pub is located at 1850 N. 
Mills Ave. For more information on this rock 'n' roll 
extravaganza call 407-898-5070. 
Monday, Nov. 4 
Bird Dog Bobby Show 
• Florida musician Bird Dog Bobby has been 
playing music since 1967. You can catch this blues gui-
tar/rock n' roll show at the Dante's Italian restaurant 
located in downtown Orlando at 1912 S. Orange Ave. 
There is no cover for the show and it starts at 8 p.m. 
Call 407-839-0605 for additional information. 
_Tuesday, _Nov. 5 
_Fall Guitar Night 
The 4th Annual fall Guitar Night opens 
tonight in the Rehearsal Hall by Colburn Hall. This 
concert features UCF students from the Guitar Studio 
and the Guitar Ensemble. The music starts at 8 p.m. 
and is free for everyone. Contact the Music 
Department at 407-823-2869 for details. 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 
Indigo Girls 
These. melodic folk-rockers. known as the 
Indigo Girls. will bring their critically acclaimed jam-
session·type show to the Hard Rock live at Universal 
Studios starting at 8 p.m. tonight lickets cost $34 
and are for all ages. To purchase ticke~. call 407-351-
5483. 
Thursday, Nov. 7 
Writers in the Sun: Valerie Miner Reading 
University of Minnesota Professor Valerie 
Miner will give a free lecture, including a question 
and answer session, at 4 p.m. in the Art Gallery in 
the Visual Arts Building. Miner has written more 
than 10 books. She is currently the vice president of 
the Associated Writing Program. which supports writ-
ers and writing programs around the world. for 
more information contact the Art Gallery at 407-823-
0021 or visit the Cypress Dome Society web site at 
http://pegasus.ccucf.edu;-cdome/. 
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Small place, big taste 
DONNA T. SCHUMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
For students wb.o are 
away at college and still crave 
those home-cooked meals, 
Costanzo's Italian Restaurant 
is a small restaurant with a 
Where: 
4034 N. Goldenrod Road in the Kmart plaza 
Hours: Call: 
11 a.m.- 9 p.m. M-Th (407) 677-fflSS 
11 a.m.- 10 p.m. F-Sat 
big taste that can satisfy their past seven years, Tony and 
urge for under $8. Joe Amaturo. This duo and the 
When Tony Abbate, a imported ingredients they use 
native of Palermo, Sicily, start- in each dish are responsible 
ed working at Costanzo's as a -for creating that ~uthentic fla-
manager in 198_4, he had no vor in every bite. 
idea that in a short time he "The sauce is made from-
would become the restau- scratch and the pizza is the 
rant's owner. best you will find anywhere," 
"Costanzo's was ,0rigin.~- . Abbate said. _ 
ly a franchise," Afibate said:-.. · Guests can choose from a 
1
"When I was working here, the variety of delicious en trees, · 
stores went bankrupt so I such as pasta dishes rangillg 
decided to buy this location from their traditional spaghet-
but keep the original name. ti to their lasagna and bak~d 
This was the only location to ziti. Additionally, Costanzo's 
remain open." also offers more than 20 differ-
Eighteen years later, the ent types of fresh subs and 
restaurant is still going vegetarian dishes, such as 
strong. spinach lasagna and eggplant 
Everything served at parmesan. 
Costanzo's is homemade- by - For guests who like to eat 
the restaurant's chefs of the something sweet after a meal, 
tiramisu and baklava are a 
few of the _desserts available. 
Beverages offered include cap-
puccino, espresso, beer, wine 
and San Pellegrino Italian 
mineral water, as well as soft 
drinks. 
Costanzo's is Iiot only a 
restaurant but a deli as well . . 
They s~ll fresh meats _ and 
cheeses for the guests who 
just cannot get enough of that 
authentic Italian food. 
Costanzo's, now operated 
by Abbate, his wife Rosa and 
their children, .· gives new 
meanirig to the phrase a "fam-
ily style restaurant." 
- "I have had some of· the 
same .customers for 18 years," 
Abbate said. "They have all 
watched my kids grow up." 
Abbate believes -that 
another recipe for success is 
to make sure each customer 
feels at h~me. Customers like . 
to come into a friendly envi-
ronment after a long day at 
work he added. 
"We treat them like ·fami-
ly." 
DONNA T. SCHUMAN /CFF 
Senior Alexa Vagarte (far right) and friends Kris Soto (center) and Michele Rose enjoy the food and friendly service at Costanza's Italian Restaurant 
' 
How couples overcome 
the distance between them \ . -
FROM PAGE 17 
wouldn't change one thing 
about our· relationship," Wright 
said. 
However, not everyone who 
. tries to make long distance rela-
tionships work feels the same. . 
Junior advertising major, 
Brooke Herron said the reason 
she chose_ to pursue lier long 
distance relationship was 
because she was in love. But as 
- time progressed, her feelings 
changed. 
"The way I see it, college is 
all about meetmg new people 
and having new experiences/' 
Herron said. "It is the last step 
before the reality of careers and 
families sets . in. Your time to 
meet new people is -rapidly run-
ning out, so why limit yourself to 
someone who. can't even physi-
cally be thereJor You?" 
Matt Rigg, a sophomore 
graphic design major, felt the 
same /as · Herron when he first 
met his girlfriend Kathleen. 
"When I met her through 
friends at a party back home in 
Naples this summer, I had no 
intention of dating," Rigg said. · 
"But as things ' kept going, I 
stuck with it and luckily they 
have worked out." 
Although Rigg's girlfriend 
lives in Gainesville and he lives 
here in Orlando, they each take 
turns commuting back and 
forth, usually every weekend, to 
see each other. They also talk at 
least 30 to 45 minutes a day and 
chat online a lot. 
"There are a lot of times I 
wish she was here, but I also 
like to have some time to myself 
every once in awhile," Rigg said. 
"But not seeing each other for 
weeks makes the· time my girl-
friend and I ean spend together 
much more meaningful." 
Although distance may 
determine- whether most cou-
ples make it or break it, Darrah 
W;inkler, a sophomore with _an 
undecided major, and her 
boyfriend of four- and a half 
months refuse to lose each 
other over something as small 
as distance. Despite Wmkler liv-
ing · in Orlando · and her 
boyfriend 'living in Daytona, the 
longest they go without seeing 
each other is two and a half 
days. 
"There are times when I 
feel I miss out on the single life -
and that is sometimes the hard-
est part of the relationship," 
Wmkler said. "But I know I have 
something meaningful and 
someone who loves me, so I 
don't think I've given anything 
up in the end." 
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AsK FOR ZELDA 
No waiting to get hair done! 
By appointment only! 
Relaxers • Mens Cuts • Color -
Wraps/Sets • Highlights • Press-N-Curl 
Eyebrow Waxing• Short Cuts.• Curls 
ORIANOO . 
FOOT & ANKLE 
. . 
· C LT N"f1 c-
Personalized Foot Pain Solutions for the Active Adult 
Todd C. Talbert, DPM 
8000 Red Bug Lake Road, Oviedo 
(407) 706-1234 
To Celebrate Our New Location in Oviedo 
'WE'RE S... 11F ,llt H 
lllllr Fool BY SAVllG Ylll $60" 
r- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-- - - - - - ~ - --. FREE 
"END YOUR PAIN EXAM" (A $60 VALUE) 
YOUR COMPREHENSIVE.EXAM INCLUDES: 
PRIVATE CONSULTATION & HEALTH HISTORY REVIEW _ 
PHYSICIAN EXAM OF YOUR ANKLES AND FEET 
GAIT, POSTURE AND JOINT-MOBILITY TEST 
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND TREAlMENT OPTIONS · 
PRESENT lHIS AD AT TIME OF VISIT, EXPIRES 12/3-1/02 NEW PATIENTS ONLY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·-----------------------· The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, 
cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment tor any other service examination or 
. f.• 
l 
treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the f' 
advertisement for the free, discounted-fee or reduced-fee examination, or treatment. 
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. . KATIE FLATH I CFF 
· Members of LIFE lunch together at the Student Union after their-class on Tuesdays. 
~ 
Love Of learning 
brings seniors 
back to school 
Elders learn, 
~ stay active 
with LIFE 
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA 
STAFF WRITER 
it-- _ UCF student Lois Dennis, 
age 77, already has a college 
cj.egree, but she still has a 
desire to learn. · 
The graduate of Florida 
- State College for Women, now 
known as Florida State 
. ._ University, said she enjoys the 
perks that go along with her 
student status. 
"One benefit [as a stu-
(;e dent] is I can get into · the . 
movies with a discount," 
Dennis said. · She quickly 
" a~ded with a chuckle, "Of 
course you can do that any-
way being old, or I should say 
elderly." 
Dennis is one of th.e ..330 
students, ranging from 55 to 
90+ years of age'>who attend 
UCF as members of LIFE, the 
• Learning Institute for Elders. 
The program, which has 
existed for 12 years, allows 
retfrees to continue learning 
by attending four-week lee-
/ tures, consolidated classes 
(without the homework and, 
; tests) and discussion groups 
about current events. 
"I have been in the pro-
gram for two and a half _ 
,c. years," said Ann Funk. ''And I 
absolutely love it. I love learn-
ing. We . are all avid readers 
+ and have discussion groups 
after class to talk about cur-
rent events. We are all very 
into the arena of staying alive 
'1 brain-wise." 
Besides keeping their 
minds sharp, LIFE helps its 
members stay connected with 
~ young people. 
."I have two grandchildren 
around 18 years old and it's 
great keeping up with their .. 
studies as well as tl:,leir music · 
and everything in between," 
Funk said. "It's· wonderful 
• because it keeps them inter-
ested; and keeps me interest-
ed. I'm able to give them histo-
ry, [but also] attend classes 
with them and even interact 
with them on the computer." 
Louis Vollero, a retired 
teacher who has been in the 
program for o:he year, has .sev-
eral reasons to come back to 
school. 
"This is actually very 
intellectually stiinulating for 
me because I am interacting 
with people approximately my 
· age," Vollero- said. "I had a lit-
tle bit of a problem because 
most of my career, I worked in 
Europe and Asia. So although 
I came back periodically for 
vacations, I · was [primarily] 
exposed to different philoso-
phies and thoughts." 
Vollero added, ''And it's-
good getting back and being 
with people my age and learn-
ing their thoughti;; and also 
giving my opinions about what 
I've learned by living in other 
countries." 
More so, Vollero, whose 
wife passed away only a few 
years ago, found that being 
enrolled in the LIFE program 
at UCF helped pull him 
through a very difficult adjust-
ing period. _ ,, ' 
To the astonishment of 
some younger students just 
dying to graduate, these men 
and women attend UCF, many 
of them after already attaining 
degrees and working for 
years, for the sheer ·1ove and 
hunger to continue growing 
through higher education. 
"I like it because I reflect 
back to when I was getting my 
bachelors and masters 
[degrees]," Vollero said. 
"When you leave school you 
sort of forget the theories 
taught by your professors 
. because you are in a practical 
world, so it's nice to get back 
to that academia." 
Dennis shares Vollero's · · 
love of learning. "It feels won-
derful to return; it's invigorat-
ing!" Dennis said. "It's fun 
because old people are sup-
posed to stay at home, not 
· move around and vegetate 
and I want to prove that-that 
isn't necessary." . . 
With an unquenchable 
thirst ·for knowledge, - these 
non-traditional· students 
demonstrate a truly tradition-
al and time-honored coillmit-
ment to tlie ideals of . higher 
education. Such dedication 
will keep these students at 
UCF for quite a while. Or as 
Dennis said, "I'll keep coming 
as long as I can keep my dri-
ver's license.'! 
AU SPIC IA: 
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The litigious society • _ 
• Otis Stansbury, 34, of Long Eaton, Engiand, 
filed a lawsuit in August against door-to-door 
salesman Jay Sims and his company, Accident 
Group, whose business is helping customers in 
personal-injury lawsuits. Sims had just left the 
Stansbury home wheri, according to the lawsuit, 
he attempted to catch a ball among kids playing in 
front of the Stansbury home, slipped, and fell-on 
top of 6-year-old Yohan Stansbury, sending the boy 
to the hospital with head injuries. 
• Cherise Mosley, 19, filed a lawsuit against 
the Aaron Family Planning Clinic in Houston in 
August, seeking damages for the abortion it per-
formed on her two years earlier when she was a 
minor. Mosley admits that she produced a false ID 
card at that time, showing that she was over 18, 
for the express purpose of receiving the abortion 
without having her parents notified. Now; Mosley 
apparently regrets the abortion-and claims the 
clinic should have detected that her ID was false 
and thus notified her parents, who, Mosley 
believes, would have talked her out of the abortion. 
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Questionable judgments 
• District of Columbia judge Frederick 
Weisberg in July sentenced John Hardy, 49, to 
prison for assaults he committed during a domes-
tic altercation, which broke out when Hardy and 
his wife were scuffling and ended when Hardy's pit 
bull became excited, provoking Hardy to fatally 
stab him. Weisberg sentenced Hardy to three 
months for assaulting his wife and 24 months for . ' 
the attack on the dog. 
• Decisions announced one day apart in 
September: 'lbi:onto prosecutors dropped public 
nudity-ch~s againstseven men who marched 
naked in a Gay Pride parade, finding that it would . 
be impossible to convict them, in that they were 
wearing shoes. And the Washington state Supl'_eme 
Court dismissed voyeurism 9h~s ~st two 
men wqo had beeil convicted of shooting "upskirt" 
photos of women in public, concluding that the 
state peening-tom statute applies only to victims 
who have an "expectation of privacy'' because they 
are in secluded places. 
Thinning the herd 
A man fleeing police in a stolen car leaped 
from it as it headed for a wall, but tripped and was' 
pinned under it and fatally run over (Los Angeles-, 
April). Terrance Claybrooks, 27, with i;ilengthy 
record and running from police, hid inside a 
friend's ice-cream truck freezer, but suffocated on · 
carbon dioxide fumes from the Qry ice (Nashville, 
June). Edward McBride, 37, fleeing police after a 
burgtary, drowned in the Arkansas River, weighted 
down as he was with about 50 pounds of stolen 
cameras (Tulsa, Okla., August). 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Play parts 
5 Heavy, dull 
sound 
9 Greek letter 
14 Booty 
15 Roll-call call 
16 Wealthy, -
powerful person 
17Rights grp. 
18 Paper quantity 
19 Actor Flynn -
20 Lon_of 
Cambodia 
21 Old Faithful 
locale 
23 Buffalo team 
25 Radar's drink 
26 Land more 
punches 
29 African antelopes 
33 Wynonna's mom 
35 Lhasa's land 
37" Bravo" 
38 Table scraps 
39 French artist 
Fernand 
40·Big swig 
41 College cheer 
42 Set sights 
43 Bottle material 
44 Soak up 
46 Do over 
48 Native people of 
Canada 
50 Logo 
53 Teeth-cleaning 
material 
© 20_02 Tribune Media Services, Inc 
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7 Russian river -
8 Evil spirit · 
9 Single attempt 
10 Comic Short 
11 Spanish river 
12 Thug 
. 1~1/02 
'•·f 
58 The Greatest 
59 High seas 
60 Final position 
61 Roof-rack tote 
62 Arboreal ape, for 
13 Ready, willing 
and 
21 Bigfoot's 
Himalayan 
cousin 
22 Unit of magnetic 
see soludons, 
page 23 
short 
63 Tennis great 
64 Pierre's head 
65 Sri Lanka cash 
66 Russian autocrat 
67 Frerich/Belgian 
river 
DOWN 
1 Alda and Ladd 
2 Medium brown 
3 Turnpike features 
4 R-V connection 
5 Use a flail 
6 Command to 
Fido 
flux 
24 Sailors' drinks 
27 Agenda topic 
28 Striped feline 
30 Source of the St 
Lawrence 
Seaway 
31 Artist's medium 
32 Drunkards 
33 Writer Ephron 
34 Bedouin, e.g. 
36 Anglo-Saxon 
theologian 
39 Slander in print 
40 Spill the beans 
42 Put in order 
Jefferson..&. ~ ·· 
LOFWS 
Unique Student Apartments 
43 Jewels 
45 Gasoline rating 
47 Harass 
49 Key of "Eroica" 
51 Upper crust 
52 Tightwad 
53 Entry 
Home is 
where your 
54 Light beige 
55 Tidal situation 
56 Highlands 
girl 
57 Workplace 
watchdog org_ 
61 Pig pen 
FRIENDS are. 
Individual Leases 
free Washer/Dryer 
Free Internet Access 
Cover_ed Basketball Pavilion 
Free Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN 
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi 
·. - \ . 
. F!-Jlly-Furnished Apartment Homes 
Fitness Center with Free Weights 
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change. 
't' 
• 
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.• 
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Bloggers post personal diary entries 
FROM PAGE 17 
things just to get responses," she 
added. 
Personal diary entries are just one · 
component of online journals. Some 
blogg~rs post a variety of their writ-
ings, such as poems and short stories, 
or else write about specific topics such 
as current events, sports or politics. 
HQwever, the amount of time spent 
maintaining a blog depends on the 
author. Sollie dedicated bloggers write 
at least once a day; others write every 
few days or weeks. · 
Pratt explained that an online jour-
nal is similar to a handwritten one. 
"I write when everythillg is so 
clogged up inside of me that I need that 
outlet my journal provides to .release 
it," she said. ''.A journal should be a 
place for you to write your thqughts, no 
matter [how]. extreme." 
The reasons for maintaining a blog 
also vary among bloggers. Sophomore 
Lee Sherman, 19, maintains his blog 
strictly to entertain his friends. 
"I use my live journal to post all 'of 
the funny stuff that happens in my life," 
- • ... •;;;,<:. 
he said. 
But Melanie Schwartz, a 20-year-
old art major, maintains her journal for 
a different reason: to fight boredom. 
"Sometimes people are up late 
with nothing to do," she said. Indeed, 
that's the time people are most likely to 
write and read such online confessions. 
about his experience seeing "Rent,'.' a 
touring Broadway musical: 
"So I saw RENT last night ... ,it was 
INCREDIBLE! I can't wait to go see it 
again and again ... and if for some rea-
son I don't get to, well then at least I 
know I'll die a happy man. Life is good." 
12:57PM 
Schwartz co-developed a blog Hartis' blog, at Trixdesigns.com, 
especially for UCF students. She . includes journal entries, pictures, 
helped to set up a- page at poems and inspirational quotes. 
Livejournal.com under the nanie "UCF "I've written almost everything on 
Students Taking over the World." Tlie my site," he said. ''.Anything I haven't 
journal currently has more than 140 [written] should have quotations 
members arid encour~ges them to around it." 
address student issues such as tuition, Like most blogs, Harris' included a 
Greek life and events in the Student page with his contact information. This 
Union. allows anyone who comes across his 
Other students enjoy the freedom site to e-mail or instant message him 
of expression that blogs provide. Junior because they liked something about it 
Eric Harris, a 20-year-old computer and wanted him to know. 
engineering major, srud he created his Although some may wonder what 
blog so that friends, family and others brings people to broadcast personal 
can better understand who he is and information on the Internet, Pratt has 
where he's going. her own idea of why they do it. 
"It. helps my friends to keep up on "We all have some sick part inside 
my life, and it helps my parents-to keep of ourselves that enjoys the attention 
in touch," he added. that we receive from others who read 
Harris recently wrote in his blog it." 
• I 
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SPECIAL TO CFF 
Personal Internet pages let students create their own online 
. diaries to share their views on current and campus events. 
ATIJUAHA 
~Fl.ATS 
• Great Tex-Mex 
•Cold Beer 
•laid Back 
Atmosphere!!! 
11 Forida ·Locations . 
7 608 University _8lvd. . 
Corner of Goldenrod and University 
(UCF AREA)' 
(407) 673-2456 
Cool part-time jobs! 
Call for an interview. 
-Bflil 
Take a FREE practice test and find out! I lorignecks BlJlli All You 
Take ~ 3-~ou_r ~ractice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing. 
-Receive md1v1dual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses . 
and learn strategies that will help you ace the real test. 
Time and Date: Saturday, November 9, 2002@ 10am 
Location: University of Centrai Florida 
Building & Room Number TBA 
Spaces are limited! 
Please call us' or visit us online to reserve your seat! 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP·TEST 
_ kaptest.com 
Test Pr,ep, Admissions and Guidance. -For life. 
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. OPGF0008 
· Can Eat Wings 
Mon - Wed. 11am - 2am 
407-282-4000 
Across tram UCI 
DUFFY'S SUBS 
over 1 mon Fmous PhillV 
Cheeses1eM Sldls SOid 
r-----------• • Buv One Get one • 
: FREE : 
I w/purchase of 2 large drinks CFF I 
• ___ e!ri:,s ;,_21!112,.2 ___ • 
·-----------· 1 I I C FOOT LONG · 1 
I MEATBAil I 
I · . SANDWICH 1 
I w/purchase of l~rge drink CFF _ I 
• ___ e,!Pi~s,!212,1 !2,2 __ ~ • . 
·----------- .. 
1 s399GuUn 1 I PlmY I 
I CllHSE S1UI . I 
•I exoires 12/3·1/02 CFF •' 
-----------11142 Ulliversb Blvd. 
... ........ 
-·-----401-619-2448 
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~w .~ oa~iricatlons % 
100 HELP WAN17iD 450RErAIL 
Cd ~ 
l:l !li 200FoRSALE 500 ON CAMPUS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
·· How t~ ·Pla(ttari;Ad'' · 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
Thursday October 31, 2002 
0 · f'00Deadline · ·" ·· "1 
- ~ .,,,.,_, · -~ ,,., ___ - ;,. ,,. :<i-.. ~_,W,;,, » ... ~:f! 
3 pm. FrLfor Mon. Issue 
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue ~~!
~:J~ 250 AlffOMOTIJ'E 550 EJ'ENTS u ~ 300 FOR llENT 600 6REEK LIFE ~L.L..i 
Offj(t: Address 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 160 
· PaymeJ}t MethOds 
Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX ~ 325 HOMES 700MISC (Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A) 350 ROOMMATES 750 TRAJ'EL 400 SERJ'ICES . 800 llELJGJON 407-447-4555 • classijieds@VCTfuture.coin 
mil HELP WANTED 
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing people. Training provided. 
No experience needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext.107. 
Interested in Modeling? 
. Visit 
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
for information on this 
exciting opportunity. 
Valet Parking - Positions starting gt 
$9 - $1 2/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando 
and Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
· Bartenders Needed 
No Experience Necessary 
Earn Up To $300 per Day 
866-291-1884 xFL01 
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica 
Financial Services, a subsidiary of 
Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 
students. High compensation 
potential! Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263. 
mil HELP WANTED 
Earn $500 'to $5000 per month working , 
from home, campus, or anywhere! 
www.lookrightnow.com or call 
888-318-8094. Training, bonuses, 
vacations, you name) it, we got it. 
No Exp Necessary! 
BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10 
Base/Appl PIT Flexible around classes 
No Exp. Necessary, Great For 
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales 
conditions apply. Apply ASAP 
407-862-8786 4collegework.com 
Female Model Needed for Computer 
Graphics Artist for reference poses for. 
3-D creation. $100 for one hour of time. 
Call John for details 407.253.6163 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 100 
Great Earning Potential $$$ 
18+ attractive females, couples 
wanted to audition for 
Showtime Documentary. 
Call 407-256-3903 for details. 
mil HELP WANTED 
New to Modeling? Fashion. 
Photographer is seeking models 
looking to build a portfolio and break 
into modeling. Schedule a free test 
shoot today at our studio in 
Downtown Casselberry. Visit 
www.tmc2photography.com. 
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive, 
thin females who smoke needed for 
confidential phone interview (not 
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn 
$50. Leave name and number and 
your call will be returned ASAP. 
888-355-0322 Toll Free. 
Admin. Assistant 
Admin. assistant for nice dntn. real 
estate office PT 12hrs./wk, flex. 
schedule, energetic with computer 
skills, $1 O/hr, start immed. 
Call 407-422-1000 ext.174 
Avon Reps. Needed 
Call me to Buy/Sell. Great way to 
make some EXTRA $MONEY$. 
Call Joy 407-425-0329 
Avonind.sls.rep 
The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conducting 
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An 
Investigation~! Vaccine Being Developed To 
Immunize Against Smallpox. 
. . \ . . 
To participate in this study the following must apply: · 
o No previ<;>us smallpox vaccine · 
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems 
o No immune disorders 
0 ~illing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary after 
vaccination ·. 
Comp~nsation up to $250.-00 for time and travel 
. i 
Call today for more information: 
(407) 240-7878 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108 
www.ocrc.net 
") 
mil HELP WANTED 
Student Work 
$10.00 Base/APPi. 
• PT/n 
• Scholarships/Co-ops 
• Flexible Schedules 
• Customer Seruice/ Sales 
(401) 862-8186 
www.workforstudents.com 
3 sales people needed to sell roses 
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, and 
more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 10p-2a. Nice 
smile, reliable car, at least 18. 
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team! 
Call Roses by Renee-407-681-3612 . 
Earn $2500-$3500 per week! 
30 year-old company seeks Reps. 
A REAL Product and Need. Earn 
thousands a week on your own time. 
Email infinite_i_ncome2k2@hotmail.com 
w/ contact info & best time to call. 
~THE central florida 
.. lYJYfil 
has the following 
paid positions available: 
~ News Writers &, Editors 
If interested. please email 
editor@ucffuture.com 
Exp. Ad Sales Rep 
If interested. please email 
publisher@ucffuture.com 
Distribution Driver · 
• Mon. & Thurs. morning availabilitv 
• Truck or SUV helpf DI 
If interested, please email 
brian@ucffuture.com 
2 Issues (1 week): 
8 Issues ( 4 weeb ): 
24 Issues (12 weeb): 
Bolding: 
Large Headline: 
$9perwk 
$8perwk 
$7perwk 
$1 per wk 
$1 per wk 
Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. 
$1/wk for each additional line. 
mil HELP WANTED 
VACATION TELEPHONE SALES 
FT/PT, paid training, excellent 
commissions, some weekends req. 
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos. 
avail. fax: 407-482-2786 or email: 
jobs@kosmasgroup.com 
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED 
No exp. necessary. 
Earn up to-$150-$450 a day. 
1-800-814-02n x907 
Graphic Artist Intern Wanted 
Marketing firm is seeking an intern 
proficient in Quark, Illustrator and 
Photoshop. Must be a graphic arts 
· major. Please fax resume to 
407-737-3099 or email 
hope@pureconnection.net. 
Ad/PR or Marketing 
Intern Wanted 
'Advertising, Marketing & event servicesr 
company is seeking a detail oriented 
individual with good writing skills, 
friendly attitude and a great work 
ethic to assist with e.vent planning, 
promotion, advertising and community 
relations. Please fax resume to 
407-737-3099 or e-mail 
hope@pureconnection.net. 
· Need to gel published? 
Orlando community newspaper is 
seeking a journalism major in junior or 
senior year of college to write and edit 
articles. Intern must have good writing 
skills, be detail oriented and a team 
player. Please fax resume to 
407-737-3099 or e-mail 
newsdes.k@eosun.com. 
FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!! 
Work in Area's HOTTEST Night Clubs! 
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$ 
MUST BE ENERGETIC 
AND OUTGOING 
Start today! 407-538-6136 
FT/PTsales & Asst·Mgr opp. avail. 
inimd. @ Storehouse Furniture in 
Winter Prk & Altamont. Seeking 
outgoing indiv. w/smile! Nights & 
weekends a must. Apply in person. 
Call 407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222 
for directions. 
Wanted: Ad salesperson to 
reJ)resent the East Orange Sun. 
. Ad sales .reps will enjoy commission-
based salary compensation. Please 
e-mail resume to 
newsdesk@eosun.com 
or fax to 407-737-3099. 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
Locations throughout Orlando area,. 
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for 
great pay and great opp call 
407-971-9131 
SPORTS & CASH. 
Up to $500/wk. 
Sports mktg. iirm looking to fill 
8-10 openings in sales, mktg and 
account mgmt. FT/PT. Will train. 
· Great advancement opportunity! 
Call Regina 407-679-2602. 
EI!IiJ FOR SALE 
K&J Resale Furniture and 
• ) l 
.. 
Mall Grand Opening. ..-. 
Very clean and nice used furniture 
& house hold items 1121 Tucker Ave, 
2 blocks east of Home Depot on 
Colonial. 407-273-2010. • . 
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fEl] FOR SALE 
Why rent when you can own? 
Manuf.actured home in park 
w/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath. 
All appliances incl. Newly remodeled . . 
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth. 
Call 40l-273-9816. 
'95 Mustang cope for sale, green ale, 
power, V-6, new tires, 73,300 miles, 
cd player, and tint 
$5,200 Excellent condition 
Call anytime 321-945-6270 
mi] AUTOMOTIVE 
1996 Saturn SL2 . 
81 k miles, Must Sell 
$3500, Trac Ctrl, 
Manual 5-speed, Leather, ABF 
Call: 321-235-9131 or 407-491-6997 
II FoRRENT 
Room avail ASAP in 3/2 home 1 mi 
from UCF. $425/mo includes Cable, 
Util, Road Runner, W/D. Roommates 
are quiet, clean. Non-smoker only 
please. Call 407-971-9602. 
172 Reserved Circle, just North of UCF, 
off Alafaya. 212 Condo. New 
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth. 
Avail. immediately. 
Call 407-463-0650. 
FOR RENT 
3/2 home for rent, 10 min. from UCF, 
washer/dryer and alarm sys. includ.ed, 
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets, 
call 407-207-4021 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES! 
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in 
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo 11rea in 
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets. 
1 available. $475/mo + utils call 
407.243.3760 ~r 407-681-9289 
UCF/Riverchase. 2500 sq. ft. 
3bed/2bath. 2 car garage, all 
appliances + window treatment. 
No pets. $1550/mnth. Avail. now. 
407-230-1116. 
· 1 bed/bath in 4/4. Living rm. & 
kitchen. All util. incl. Fully furnished. 
Take _over lease. $465/mth. Please 
call Stephen at 407-313-7137. 
APT. FOR RENT 
Avail immed. 2/2, W/D included, 
furnished, new carpet, free shuttle to 
UCF, free-32" tv, pool, & much more. 
Must be rented by November 20. 
Call 407-362-4011 
mi] ROOMMATES 
Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home on 
lake, gated community, 6 mins from 
UCF, $475/mo includes util, non 
i> smoking, no pets, security system, 
furnished, pool and tennis. Call 
• 
· 239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700. 
. 2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at 
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park 
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min 
from UCF and Valencia. M/F welcome. 
Call 407-273-8805. 
Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only 
1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util. 
BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath. Free 
Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous owner 
321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836 
Female roommate wanted, 3/2 home, 
<l all util. & road runner online' included. 
$475/mth. First,Last & Sec. Call 
407-484-8799 or 407-491-0091 
• ROOMMATE NEEDED! 
$375/mnth + 1/3 electric. 
• 
• 
Share NEW 3 bed/2bath house. 
Near UCF. 
(407) 568-5004. 
Clean, quiet, responsible person to 
share private bed & bath In 
312 home. Electric Incl. Carport. 10 
min from UCF. No pets/smoking. 2 
kids. $450/mnth. 407-804·6700 x8219. 
. • CASCADES . 3 
FlorGI 6Grden of Winter Park . 'bEOllil 
Waterford Lakes 
"A Full Service Florist" 
14 YEARS S~RVICING THE COMMUNITY 
1345 Howell Branch Road 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
Phone 407·629·0050 
10069 University Blvd. 711 N. Alafaya Trail 
Orlando, FL 32828 
Phone 407-281-7666 
Fax 407-281-8005 
1-866-415-9554 
Fax 407-629-0877 
1-800-393-0051 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Phone 407-679-5144 
Fax 407·679-6787 
1-800·827-1097 
Stop by, call , or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com 
,,.,/ 
"" , 
· orlando executive transportation 
~~ . " I 
introduces THE KNIG~t OUT SHUTTLE 
.. .A 14 passenger party van riding from the UCF area to Downtown Orlando and back. Why take 
several cars and risk a DUI, when you can be dropped off and picked up for less than $10 a person 
AvaHable 1 nights a week. Please mention this ad for a 10% discount off round trip price. 
9 SERVICES 
rl.osE WEIGHT . 
NOWI 
· BaCllJr Becamm1nd•ll 
Call Diane tor a 
. FREE Sample 
481-349-3485 
I~ · Herbalife Independent 
~ Distributor. 
Perform Better! School, Sports 
or Sex! Help for YOU! 
Unlock your talents and potentials 
NATURALLY. Private Sessions. 
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945 
MARY KAY PRODUCTS 
Try the latest makeup shades & 
discover a fresh new look. Just call for 
a free makeover! Contact Kimberly 
. Hayes 407-296-9423 or log on to 
www.marykay.com/khayes9 
Tl,ltor 
Writing instruction and CLAST 
preparation 407-679-4299 or 
marshgator1@earthlink.net 
Audio books piling up? Trade in for 
new books! Trade 2-for-1/ receive 
bookstore credit.Visit Book 
Treasures Bookstore, located at 
· Univ. Blvd.& Goldenrod Rd. next to 
Winn-Dixie. M·S 10-7, 407-677-9092 
All American Personnel 
(407) 445-2222 
Executive Placement (no fees!) 
Register w/ our agency, call today 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ••. 
SERVICES 
lmmigracl6n, Visas 
Traducclones, Notarios 
· !Se Habla Espanol! 
CLOTHES TOO TIGHT? 
The solution is simple & within easy 
reach! Be slimmer & better nourished. 
All natural supplements. 
Call 1-800-207-4056 -
LOSE UP TO 30LBS IN 30 
DAYS ONLY $30 
Take control with TOTAL CONTROL"'. 
B1,1ms Fat, Boosts Energy, 
Controls Cravings. 
407-464-0229' 
!!!!LOSE WEIGHT NOW!!!! 
Increase Workout Performance 
Lose up to 30lbs natural/herbal 
guaranteed. Free samples. 
888-202-6304 
mi] RETAIL 
CAKES DELIVERED!! 
Halloween Party Gakes 
Friend's Birthday 
Breakfast Maf}tings 
DELIVERED BEAUTTFULL Y GIFT PACKAGED 
Willi PIATES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES, 
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONSI 
Gotta Oater The Cllke? 
Take the Hassle Out! 
Buttercream, Chocolale, Carrot 
cakes, Huge Pies, Cheesecakes, 
Mumns, Pasll1es, Gounnet 
Cookl!ls & Moral 
AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, 
HOME THEATRE! 
Hear What You Have Been Missing! 
Refine Your Sound! Acoustic Interface 
Pads Dampen and Absorb Vibration, 
Isolate Distortion, Secure Objects and 
Furniture for Stability. Fastens and 
Adapts Any Speaker to Any Stand or 
Surface. Great for Center Channels, 
PC Multimedia, Wood or Tile Floors. 
www.kleintechsys.com 
Graves FlfC Hobbies'407-294-5699 
4814 N OBT 1/4 mi N of John Young. 
Full supply for A/C; 'Car, boat, 20 heli 
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free CA 
Glue w/$10 purchase w/ad. 
ENJOY BOOKS? 
Coffee and chocolate on us Friday 
nights! Relax at Book Treasures Used 
Bookstore. Caldecott/Newbery authors, 
classics & sci-fi all at half-price. 
Corner of Univ. Blvd. & Goldenrod 
next to Winn-Dixie. 
Mon. - Sat., 1o·am - 7 pm. 
407-677-9092. 
m ON CAMPUS 
It's A Small World. After All 
Monday, Nov. 4 
7:00pm-8:30pm 
Student Union, Sand Key 220 
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counsts 
Fraternities • Sorori~ies 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fundraising event. Our 
programs make funaralslng easy 
with no risks. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so get with 
the program! It works. 
Contact Campus Fundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
m ON CAMPUS 
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO, 
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, & 
RECORDING GEAR WANTED-
CASH. Call 407-363-5363. 
mil TRAVEL 
Spring Break'03 
w/StudentCity.com! 
Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS and 
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS 
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn 
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and 
cash to promote StudentCity.com! 
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email 
sales@studentcity.com today! 
ACT NOW! We guarantee the best 
spring break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras. 
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, 
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+. 
1-888 THINK SUN 
(1·888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
• Fun & Easy Transportation 
< • FllllllKilg Avalable 
• 2yr unlinited rMeage waminty r· 
. i . 3 models/ 9 colors j 
w J • Major _ae&t cards accepted · 
I P11rts - S11les - Serviee ~ I Jet Ski Orlando 
(407) 859-3006 
SPRING BREAK 03 -
STA TRAVEL 
Your on·campus student 
Travel agency offers the 
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES 
To wherever you want to go! 
Easy payment plans and flexible 
options. Avoid internet scams and . 
below par hotels. Book with the 
agency that's been there. 
STA Travel - UCF Student Union 
407.541 .2000 
www.statravel.com 
Classifieds • 23 
mil TRAVEL 
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now 
sponsored by Student Express! 
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas, 
· Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get 
FREE, MEALS! Student Express 
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is 
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople, 
Campus 'Reps, and On-site Staff. 
Contact www.studentexpress.com or 
1-800-787-3787 for details. 
Spring Break! Bahamas Party 
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica 
From'$429, Florida $159! 
www.springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, B_ahamas 
Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre. 110% B'est 
Prices! Book now & get Free Parties & 
Meals! Group Discounts. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps! 800-234-7007 or 
www.EndlessSummerTours.com 
. , 
a RELIGION 
Applicants Wanted to study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book. 
Earn $25,000! For details, 
visit www.eventodaward.com 
Solutions 
onLlnE » on THE PHOnE » on CAffiPU/ » on THE ITREET 
\) 
HAVE OK CREDIT, START NEW CREDIT OR NEED TAX BREAK? CURRENT PAYMENTS TOO HIGH? 
RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATE? NO CREDIT? CALL CAPTAIN CREDIT NOW! 
HAVEN'T 7 NEW IN 7 NEW ON 7 NO 7 LET us . ORLANDO . 
PURCHASED A CAR THE THE LOCAL HELP .(407)578 5337· 
ON CREDIT B~FORE? .. AREA • JOB • CREDIT • CALL • 
LONGWOOD ( 407)292-0000 
fadory MSRP: 10,304 
Dealer Discount: 1,100 
Fadory Rebate: 500 
Bring In Any Old 
Trade, It's Worth: 
I 0 "!oe.a.~.~~~·~?o~.~1,~~ 
5 ~!.::..,~.~:2p~rOCo~~.~ 
5 ~~~ :-!~!~:!t:!t~!~: 
Only 
~ljl Rr.'i .. ~ljl R(;'i•• 
LJ eJz.J LJ eJz.J Your Price l!l:!m:il fill:!}, Only 
Fadory MSRP: 13, 132 
Dealer Discount: 1,700 
Bring In Any Old 
Trade, It's Worth: 
I 0 ~e...a.~ .!~?·~?o~.~1.~~ 
5 !.:::.-.~-~:,!>p~rOCo~~.~ 
5 ~~ :-!~!~~!t::! 1~~~~= 
Fadory MSRP: 17,697 
Dealer Discount: . 2,000 
Bring In Any Old 
Trade, It's Worth: 
ISUZU 
UJOOOO ., .... Go farther. 
".,.- · 
Fadory MSRP: 25,015 
Dealer Discount: 3, 100 
fadory Rebate: 4,000 
Bring In Any Old 
0 I Air Conditioning, Automatic Transmission, 205Hp, V-6, ABS Trade, It's Worth: 3,000 ~J:l~~,Ca~sselle, PowerWindo: & Locks, Pn?i]'vacyGlass, M®ore! - . _, '00 . v f_!J..:Ji_J ' ' ' . ..ii • 
C!l!I!i!m . ' filtl:> Yo;:.;ice · 
Ony 
' ' ' . 
Anti-Lack Brakes, A/C, 
Auto, Keyless Entry, 
Alarm, 8 Speaker 
Stereo CD, Alloy 
·Wheels, Loaded! 
··~·· ~ 
. Your Price · . 
· C!l!I!i!m -:' · filtl:> , Only 
ISUZU 
Go farther. 
fadory MSRP: 27, 145 
·Dealer Discount: 3,200 
· ;, Fadory Rebate: 4,000 
Bring In Any Old 
'Tr~de, It's Worth: 
